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This life-giving hope was kindled
in the hearts of all Americans during
Khrushchev's historic and stirring
ry-day visit to this country. And despite attempts to belitde the results
at Camp David, despite the continued

efforts of the cold-war advocates to
hold back the clock of history, this
hope will inspire the struggle to realize a world of peace, when life will

triumph over death and
tion.
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in fairy

tales which

seemed

in this age
of flourishing human genius that is
sheer fantasy. FIow, then,

fathoming Nature's sccrets and harncss.

ing her mighty forces, can one roconcile oneself to the preservation of the
primitive relations between men that
existed when men were no more than
beastsl

Our time can and must become
time of the triumph of great ideals,
time of peace and progress.

a
a

destruc-

*it*

This country of ours will never
again be what it was in the days prior
to the Khrushchev visit. Neitheiwill
the cold war, with its McCarthyite"
fostered Big Lie of "soviet aggression."

The people in their homeg and on
the streets, have seen and heard the
leading world Communist personality, shorn of the misrepresintations
which they had been fed for years.
They heard his sincere appeals for
world peace and friendship, and the
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repeated theme that our country enhower to the Soviet Union. But
and his, despite the difference in our what is already apparent, even to
economic systems, can live together those who may still hesitate to admit
in one world. They heard him de- it, is the indisputable fact that the
scribe the objectivg to free mankind visit of Khrushchev marks the befrom the horrors of atomic disaster, ginning of a turn in the relations b+
as "the noble aim to which all people tween the United StatEs and the Soaspire." They heard him unfold new viet Union. Not yet a full turn, to
vistas for human welfare through be sure, but an important beginning.
the achievement of universal dis- Such a change in the relations be.arnament, when science would be tween the most powerful capitalist
applied to peaceful endeavors instead nation and the most powerful socialof human destruction. They listened ist state, once achieved, can create
to his story of how the Soviet people, an entirely new world situation, in
in a mere four decades, transformed which peaceful coexistence will detheir ageJong backwardness, achieved termine the relations between nations
great industriai strength, made phe- with opposing social systems, and
nomenal advances in science, educa- when wars can be abolished for all
tion and technology, and now aspire trme.
The joint communique, signed by
to attain the highest living standard
Premier Khrushchev and President
in the world.
Only yesterday these truths were Eisenhower at the conclusion of the
denied or distorted. Now, over all talks at Cr*p David, is the first ma-

modern media

of

communication,
they were being explained in simple,
direct and human terms, so that the

jor joint

in

exp,ression
the period
since World War II on the need for
continued negotiations to resolve dis-

millions could understand. And the puted international questions in a
millions listened. For the rePresenta- spirit devoid of suspicion and mistive of the Soviet people spoke from trust. The agreement "that all outhis heart, driven by a dedication to standing international questions
peace and human welfare. These should be settled not by the applicatruths entered every house in our tion of force but by peaceful means
country and did much to break through negotiations" is indeed a far
through the preiudicial barriers cry from the Dulles "brinkmanshiy''
which- helped sustain the cold war. policy.
It is, perhaps, too earlY to evaluate
***
all the vast new possibilities for the
achievement of world peace inherent
The Dulles foreign policy was in
in the visit of Premier Khrushchev
forththe
the
main a policy opposed to peaceand
States
to the United
Eisful
negotiations. It was a policy
of
President
visit
return
coming

which relied on the military superiority of the United States to bludgeon
its "lesser partners" into a bloc aimed
at the camp of socialism, under the
domination of U.S. imperialism. It
was a policy of "massive retaliation "
of "organized subversibn," of interference in the affairs of other nations against "direct" and "indirect"
Soviet "aggression." It was a policy
of atomic threats, provocations and
intimidation-a policy of instigating
conflicts all over the world.
But the Dulles policy has failed.
Its bankruptcy has become increasingly evident-in Indonesia and Indo-China, in Africa and the Middle
East, and in Europe itself. A contin'
uation of this suicidal PolicY of
"brinkmanship" threatened comoletelv to isolate the United States
iro*'th. majority of the world. It
has already caused serious fissures
in the camp of the "free world." The
"partners" in the Western bloc, undir the pressure of their PeoPles
for an alternative policy to atomic
annihilation, and in defense of their
economic requirements, have begun
to step out on their own. Witness

MacMillan's attempt to seize leader'
ship of the Western bloc bY his Personll ,irit to Moscow in the eady
part of this year and his chamPion'
ing of a summit meeting in the re'
centlv concluded British elections.
The world of today is no longer
a world which U.S. imPerialism ian
dominate by virtue of its suPerior
military and technological might. For

the world is not mirrored

in

the

image of the United States. The
reality of today has compelled important sections of ruling and government circles in this country, as
elsewhere, to take a new look at
where the Uinted States stands in relation to the rest of the world. A
new appraisal of this real world has
become imperative to avoid being
shoved aside by history in the makrng.

Socialism, having broken out of
the ,orders of a single country, is
successfully building a life free of
exploitation and oppression for onethird of the earth's population. No
distortions and misinformation can
any longer hide the fact that the Soviet Union has made such gigantic

economic strides that it can place
as a realizable obiective before its
people surpassing the economic might
of the "unchallengeable" United

States. A once

poverty-stricken

China has unleashed its vast human
potential of 65orooo,ooo in a historic

leap forward. All the Eastern European Democracies are rapidly developing their economies at a faster rate

than that of the capitalist nations.

No policy of "containment," of lib
erating the "captive nations" can
stem their advance on the rails of
socialism.

In Asia, Aftica and Latin America
as well, one country after another
has wrested its national independence

from the colonial imperialists

and

has entered the path of independent
development. These new sovereign
nations iealously guard their newly
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acquired independence and vigorously support all strivings toward
freedom in the still unfree areas of
the globe. They fiercely resent all attempts to reassert domination by
whatever means, and reject "aid"

a new appraisal of our foreign polforces in government
andbusinessarebeginningtorealiz*
that the continuation of the Dulles
cold war policy is leading them to a
dead end and to eventual disaster.

which threatens to weaken their sov-

* * *

ereignty.

Neither can U.S. imperialism any
longer count on its superior military strength as a "deterrent" to "sG
viet aggression." Its monopoly in
military technology has been broken.
The people in every corner of the
world, aghast at the suicidal course
of the race for more "efficient" weap
ons of destruction, have responded
in their millions to the Soviet peace
initiative, giving voice to the urgent
need for peaceful negotiations as the
only alternative to annihilation.
In our country, too, the peoPle
look eagerly to an alternative to the
Dulles foreign policy, to a thaw in
the cold war. Though still imbued
with anti-soviet prejudices, and not
yet recognizing the source of the real
danger to world peace, the American
people almost instinctively sense tlnt
an improvement in American-Soviet
rclations is the key to a relaxation
of world tensions.

No, the world is not the same.
The balance has shifted in favor of
the mighty forces for peace. In this
situation U.S. imperialism can no
longer play the piper, for others to
follow.

The experiences of recent Years'
and the need for a realistic estimate
of the world today, have

compelled
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icy. Importart

It is this shift in the world

re-

lationship of forces that explains why
a Khrushchev visit can take place today when only yesterday the United

States government, pursuing the
hidebound Dulles course, adamantly rejected it.

If the shift in world relationships
in favor of the camp of peace ex-

plains the invitation of Khrushchev
to the United States, his r3-day crosscountry trip, in turn, has created new
opportunities to end the cold war and
advance the cause of world peace.

It is now

more difficult to pursue
the cold war policy in the spirit of

the past. The truth of the Soviet
lJnion's peace eftrts, and of its aim
to live at peace with the United
States, helps to expose the b,aselessness of the burdensome armament
program for "defense" against a war
threat that does not exist, It thereby helps to strengthen the people's
will to end the cold war.
For the first time since the existence of the Soviet Union, its foremost representative was able to explain directly to t}e American people
the peaceful foundations of the Soviet Union, and why countries of
differing economic systems must

learn to live together in peace and
friendship. Refusing to be diverted
by the self-styled champions of "freedom" for the people living under
socialism, Khrushchev adhered to
one central theme-peaceful coexistence and peaceful competition. His
repeated, parient explanation why
peace is necessarv and what peace
would mean for everybody, and his
obvious sincerity, had a profound effect on all who listened. The minds
of the pmple began to open,
The Nea,, Yorft Times columnist,
]ames Reston, who at first impatiently insisted that Khrushchev had in.
creased tensions rather than lessened
them*because he was an intolerant
man who wanted peace at a price the

United States was no ready to pay
compelled at the end of the

-was
visit to admit grudgingly
Khrushchev had convinced a

that

lot of

people high in the U.S. Government
of his genuine and intense conviction
of the need to avoid war.
More and more the tone changed
in the course of the visit. "The So"

viet challenge is not primarily military, but political, economic, and social," said the Sr. Louis Po,st Di*
patch, echoing what was rising in the
minds of a great majority of Americans. And, if the challenge is not
military, t}ren why not peaceful competition to prove which system can
most effectively meet the people's
needs

for jo

security,

for

housing

and better educational facilities, for
the wiping out of poverty, for high-

er standards of livingl

Repeatedly,

Khrushchev placed the question in
ttus way.
Indeed, he asserted, peaceful com-

petition can be of great advantage

to the peoples of both nations,

and

neither stands to lose anything from

it.

_The idea began ro seep through
to the American working people for
whom such peaceful economic competition can only help to raise their
sights for a further improvement
in their living conditions.
,k

If

{r

it

the cold war has not ended, the

thaw

in the cold war has begun.

foi the
of the major areas of disin a new atmosphere, and
a number of disputed questions can
Conditions have been creared

discussion
agreement

be resolved.

l. All concede that the conditions
now exist for improved negotiations
on-the banning of nuclear testing,
and the possibility of mutual agree
ment to halt testing is close at hind.
A ban on nuclear testing can also
lay a firm foundation foi extended
cooperation on the use of atomic energy for peaceful pursuits, for exchange of scientific information, and
for joint efforts to help cure diseases
which yearly take such heavy tolls
in many nations. The projected
agreements for ioint medical research
projects and cooperation in peaceful
atomic research are concrete steps
emerging from the visit.
z. The adamant resistance of the
U.S. government to top,level meetings has been overcome. The holding of a summit meeting before the

TI{E
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year's end now appears possible. In
ihe words of Walter LiPPmann, "the
clossed and frozen channels of dipt"rfil'ti. communication between the
Western alliance and the Soviet Un'
ion" have been reopened. This meet'

ing, held in a new atmosPhere, ev.en
if lt does not Yet settle the mafor

of disagrelment, can Pave the
of the sumwav for resulir meetings
-toPJevel
exmii as a system of
chanses. which can significantly infu.ni. the unfreezing of the cold
areas

war.

e. The elimination of the vestiges
of'Wortd War II bY the conclusion
of a oeace treatY with the two Ger-

of deleeations of statesmen, industry replesentatives, educators, scien'
tiitr ,"d artists have already Proven
of inestimable value. TheY have
helped to bring to our people a sober

,.rd *ot. realistic estimate of Soviet achievements in industry, sci.
ence and education. The removal

at CamP David'

There
ir- * .rid..rce that^Khrushchev and
Eisenhower have develoPed a com'
mon approach to this most serious

discussion

oroblern-which in the Past Year
ihr.at.n.d to flare uP into a grave
crisis. But the agreement to reopen
nesotiations ot ihe Berlin question

the ghost that
the Soriet Union issued an "ultt,rr",,.rrn," that it has taken a take-it
oi-]."*-i, ,.r"a. A discussion of

ii"i t.tp.d to lay low

G.r-an question, without' threats
,rrd r"bt.-trttling, oPens the Possimoving* cloier to a settleUiii,,
"t
i.* .f this veling Problem,based
intlmldxtlon'
on
- reality and not on
cultural exof
extension
fft"
I.
scientifrc
the
in
.nlnn.t, especially
assured
also
is
fields,
,tl^?..ir"i.^rl
exchauges
The
visit'
the
of
, t.r"tt
the

^,

the Soviet Union, supported by the
socialist camp and a number of the
newly created independent narions,
has advanced a program for the outlawing of the manufacture and use

of atomic weapons, for the destruction of atomic stockpiles, for the

elimination of the armament race and

of obstacles to their continuation and
expansion is of prime imPortance.

the reduction of the armed forces,
etc. But the proposals for universal
or eyen par ial disarmament made

the past year, testimony to thc
during"interist
great
of tens of thousands

no headway. Premier Khrushchev's
address before the United Nations
Assembly on September r8rh, outlining the necessity for universal dis,

mosphere.
s.^ The mutual agreement to Probe

plan for its accomplishment-

The increase in the tourist trade

i"n seeing things for themselves, is
also bound to thrive in this new at-

the normalizing inio the question of unfreezing the
-"n'S,r,., and
in West Berlin was cold war on trade with the socialist
of the situation
obviously a matter of cqnsiderable
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nations can be of inestimab e benefit
to the oeoples of both countries. Both

businessmen

and workers in this

country have suffered as a result of

the American-imposed embargo on
trade. The removal of the restric-

tions and the

reestab'lishment of
normal trade relations would helP
further to rela.x world tensions.
6. Perhaps the most significant
result of thi Khrushchev visit is the
fact that universal disarmamenr has
dramatically become the central issue
and chief tub|..t of discussion in the

fieht for peace. A world of Peace
.r'r, b. guiranteed onlY if all countries are deprived of the means ot
modern warfare.
rFit*

Since the end

of World War II

armament, and advancing a practical

in four
years, overnight transformed this
question into the key issue in the
fight for peaceful coexistence.
There were some in our country
who treated this program with derision, trying to picture it as a mere
repetition of a "time-worn" Soviet
theme dating back to rgz7. Others
insisted that the Soviet Union wanted
disarmament fust and then inspec.
tion and control later, disregarding
the proposals for control and inspection in the stepby-step disarmament
plan. But this tune had to be altered. The proposals won an immediate response.

in which the
disarmament can pro-

the new atmosphere
discussion

of

ceed.

The question of disarmament has
evoked a wide discussion on its
eEects o,n the economy of our
country. But the alternative to the
armaments economy is not an auto.
matic collapse of the economy, nor
is it necessary that the workers be
saddled with the effects of reconversion. The alternative, rat}rer, is a
peacetime economy that employs the
bi]lions now spent for war to exr
pand housing, schools, hospitals, recreational centers, and other social
needs, and to improve further the
standard of living of the workers.

In emphasizing the new possibilities to win the fight for peace, it
would be disastrous to close one's
eyes to the fact that the proponents
of the cold war are very powerful
in our country. They are in control
of the huge armament industries.
They are in both houses of Congress
and in high federal and srate govern:
ment bodies. They are found in both
major political parties, and even in
the leadership of the American labor
movement. Who will win this fight
to end the cold war is not yet de-

The United Nations General Assembly has given the program top
priority, and the Political Commit-

cided.

tee is now in the midst of its deliberations. While this question will
go to the ten-nation disarmament
committee for elaborate discussion,
the summit meeting can help create

not yet embarked on a firm line away
from the cold war course. Within

It is essential to emphasize that
the Eisenhower Administration is
the Administration there are forces

who are determined to, prevent a
change in U.S. foreign policy. Im-
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portant financial circles are exerting

p..rtur. to hold the line. At

best

what we witness is a contradictory
coLrrse on the part of the Administration, as has been made obvious bY
events during and after the Khrushchev visit.
Developments on a number o'f international questions show that the
Unted States had by no means given
up its attempts to Provoke and inflime critical areas of dispute. Thus,

against "appeasementr" against "an-

the red thread of the Nixon address
before the Dental Association. It
would be a grave mistake, Nixon
agreed, to ignore unpleasant discussion under the guise of politenessThe visit gives us a direct opportunity to speak to the "boss," straight
from the shoulder, answering him

othe,: Munich." The reactionary scum

effectively

war went into action. Full-page advertisements, articles in magazines
and newspapers, commentators over
TV and the radio, openly expressed
opposition to the visit, declaring that
there must be no agreement with this

"ruthless butcher," and warning

of our society, the remnants of

the
America Firsters, McCarthyites and
professional anti-Sovieteers, were ral-

create hostility, to organize
demonstrative actions of refugees, to
call mass meetings, and to carry out
national "mournings" throughout the
country.
For weeks before the visit, and in
the first days of the visit itself, an
artificial atmosphere was created in
the country. People were told how
to act, how to think and what to do.
They were constantly urged: "No ap
plause, no cheers, polite but silent

in the spirit of Dulles, the United lied to
States is spreading fantastic lies as to
what is hippening in Tibet, and has

talien sides with the reactionary
forces who strive to preserve their

feudal privileges against the necessary reform of a social system which
hai kept the Tibetans in bondage
and poverty. Thus, too, the instig+
tion bf civil war in Laos on the side
of an undemocratic government
which has made war on the democratic Pathet Lao movement, under
cover of resisting the "intervention"

greetings." And the rigid ring of
security in Washington, New York
of North Vietnam and Chinese and Los Angeles helped to feed this
troops. There is the bitter fight in artificial atmosphere, helped to stimthe General Assemb1y, led bY the ulate the idea that this "hated" man
United States, to block the election was in mortal danger.
But even among many, for whatof Poland to the SecuritY Council.
of
ever
reasol\ who expressed their sup
conclusion
the
And there is also
port
build
of the exchange of visits, the
to
Turkey
with
agreement
an
missile bases and, not least, the pour- cold-war mentality hung on. It is not
ing in of huge amounts of capital and accidental that Premier Khrushchev,
teihnical assistance to build up West immediately after he landed, asked
Germany into the major armament the President if he had read VicePresident Nixon's address at the
producer in EuroPe.
Immediately on the announcement Convention of the American Dental

of the Khrushchev-Eisenhower
change visits, supporters

ex-

of the cold

Association.

"Setting Khrushchev straighC' was

on every occasion and
questioning him directly on major is-

will add in direct ratio to their
powerto disrupt and dominate world
trade by Trojan Horse tactics." And,
he continued, "it is the part of wistrade

dom to insist now that East-West

trade be conducted according to the
rules that the West has established.
. . ." Comment is superfluous.
Among the Democrats who aspire

to high public office, only Adlai
considered "incredibly Stevenson forcefully identified him.naive" those who might see in the self with the need for a relaxation
visit the opening of a new era of of world tensions, for improvement
in American-Soviet relations. In an
"sweetness and light."
Nixon did not use the occasion to article, dated September 2gth, in the
help establish a better atmosphere Neu Yorrt Times, he characterized
for discussing the problems of mu- the Khrushchev visit as a "startling
tual concern to both countries, but chapter in diplomatic history." He
in order to keep alive the defunct continued:
Dulles policy of negotiation from a
The talks in Washington are the sumythical position of strength. Negotiation on the basis of equality and preme measure of the results of his
mutual respect is foreign to this man visit. From the public reports of those
who has been striving to don the talks, all that is certain is that we will
talk some more and that disarmamantle of "peace-maker."
ment will have a new top priority.
Governor Rockefeller, the second But more time and more talks and a
major Republican contender for the halt to the arms race are powerful
Presidential nomination, issued no allies of pace. So I think this fantasstatements, made no speeches, and tic visit was a hopeful omen.
was described as being neither cold
nor warm. But his cold-war menAll other leading Democrats, from
tality came to the surface in his first former President Truman to fohnpublic pronouncement on foreign son, Symington, Kennedy and Achepolicy, at the New York Board o{ son, neyer achieved the statesmanTrade annual dinner on Ocober 8th. ship the historic moment demands.
Ffere he minced no words. Speak- On the contrary they spoke in "cold
ing in opposition to any expansion war" terms and stressed expanding
of U.S.-Soviet trade, this billionaire U.S. military potential as the only
oil magnate declared: "But let me safe "deterrent,t'
point out, that on the present basis
The degrading sprectacle of the
any increased volume of Communist top officialdom of the AFL-CIO,
sues.

He
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who consider it their main mission
in life to attack the socialist lands,
will not soon be forgotten. M9a1I,
who together with DubinskY led the
pack in" opposing anY meeting with
khrushchev, stated in his keYnote
speech at the AFL-CIO convention:
"There is hanging over us as we
meet here the grim shadow of Soviet power. Nothing we can do here
is oi greater imPoitance than the
quesdo; of how we meet the chal'
lenge."

.(t d M."t y's challenge was taken
up bv the Reuther-CareY grouP, who

insisied on organizing a dinner with

Khrushchev,

not in order to

exad-

chanse ideas on how labor can
,rrr.i th. struggle for Peace, but in

order to tefl Khrushchev "he is a
murderer to his face."
These top leaders of the labor
movement ind themselves in the
.r-o of the most reactionarY cold
*", "duo.rtes. Tied to the cold war
policy, is it anY wonder theY are un'

American people, in their maioritY,
that the proponents of the cold war,
open or'.ou.rt, did not succeed in
turning the objectives of the visit
into its opposite. The cold-war cam'
paign of hostility found but few
iakerc. The smiling, interested, curious, if silent crowds of Washing.
ton and New York (bY no means
cool and hostile), were transformed
into cheering crowds, eager to express
their desire for friendshiP, in San
Francisco, Des Moines and Particularly Pittsburgh, the heart of the indusiriai migk of our country. The

miserable handful of demonstrators
who followed Khrushchev from citY

to city were either ignored bY
people or isolated.

the

In

some instances
vulgar placards were destroyed.

iheir
The black bands of mourning were
a frzzle from the start.
The letter campaign to "tell
Khrushchev ofi" not only did not
materialize, but in the main became
a sane discussion for peace and
an offensive against friendship and an expression of reto organize
"of
"U;t.
nig Business to under- serrt-enf against sniping and the efthe drive
gains
iecured bY the work- forts to transform the peoPle into
mine the
"brainwashed robots." Even the Galdecades ? Is it any
two
the'past
ers in
wonder that they failed to rally labor lup Poll indicated the majority opinand its allies to defeat the vicious ion for the exchange of visits.
The arrogance of the labor leadLandrum-Griffin bill.
who purported to speak in the
ers,
the
sensing
Khrushchev,
Premier
of the American workers, also
name
Gccaevery
on
mentalitY
war
cold
received
some setbacks. The huge
sion. was not diverted' He count'
in Pittsburgh, whose popuwelcome
ap
persistent
ered their position by
has
so large a percentage of
lation
war'
the
cold
to
peals for an end
steel workers, indicated that where
the workers were not held back by
'Nt {t *
It is an everlasting tribute to the the restrictions of their leaders, they
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were as eager to express their de,
sire for p€ace as any other section
of the pop,ulation. Already, it is evident thai the labor officialdom .did
not speak for those leaders closer
to the workers. Thus, for instance,
Carl Stellato, head of Ford Local
6oo, in a full page a*icle in Ford
Facts entitled "McCarthyism is
Dead; Peace Hopes are Aliver" dated
October 3rd, writes:

This is 1959. Things have changed.
For the latf iwo weeks, top officials of
the American government and the
American delegate to the United Nations have been wining and dining the
world's num.ber one Communist-Nikita Khrushchev. . . . Strange

as

in a state of collapse but, if anything,
democracy is stronger for having met
Mr. Khrushchev.
The heads of state of America and
Russia discussed their common prob'
Iems in an effort to find solutions to
these problems without the - necessity
of resorting to a thermo-nuclear holo'
caust. WJarc in agreement with this

it

;s better

tiit th. heads of state sit at the conference table rather than have Americans and Russians lying by roadsides'

victims of the big bornbs.
Stellato, not Reuther, expresses the
ffue sentiments of the auto workers'
And that even a Reuther gleans this
truth is seen in the fact that the reso"

luttion presented to the

separate consideration

of the sit

uation in each area of thc world must
not mask the truth that without peace
life on this planet is in danger.
The pursuit of pcace by every honorable mcans is not a pious slogan but
a prime condition of survival.
In this light, the Khrushchev visit to
America opens a crack which conceiv-

ably could be pricd into an opening
on a less frightening futurc.

Such independent unions as the
ILWU, and the UE not only greeted
the exchange of visits but saw them
as a fruition of their position that all
nations must learn to live together.

it may

seem, the American government is not

aooroach. We believe that

A

II

recent

U.A.W. tonvention, while it repeats
all the irresponsible slanders of the
cold war, nivertheless, is compelled
to say:

But the cold war advocates are
not yet defeated. Neither is the cold
war policy. To guarantee that the
proponents of the cold war are not
allowed to dissipate the more favorable conditions now created for the
fight for peace, rests entirely in the
hands of the people of our country.
The replacement of America's cold
war policy by a policy of peaceful
coexistence, will require a long, unrelenting, alert day-to-day struggle.
It will require mass movements, actions and expressions on every issue
in the fight for peace, whether it bc
banning of nuclear testing, trade, the
issue of Germany, disarmament, or
the recognition of China and seating
China in the U.N. In the first p'lace,
advocates of peace must find the
way of achieving organized expressions for peace in the ranks of labor
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the only way in which peace could
be maintained in the world. For this
activity we were labeled "{oreign
support for peace.
and charged with suPPort
peace
and
The issue of
Peaceful
"gentst'
coexistence penetrates every area of of the Soviet Union at the exP€nse
American life today. It will be a of the national interests of our own
determining factor in the outcome country. Today the issue of peaceful
of the 196o elections. This is recog- coexistlnce, the urgent need of imnized by those in high government proving relations between the United
posts and by the leaders of the two States and the Soviet Union, is on
maior parties. But it is not yet fully everybody's tongue. We have the
recoenized bv the ranks of labor greatest opportunity in our 40 years
and"the p.opi.. More than in anY of existence to influence the outcome
previous il.Jtion, candidates will be of the battle for life or death, if we
judged by this central question. The resolutely dedicate our efiorts to its
crying need is a movement to guar- realization.
To help stimulate and participate
anteJthat peace candidates, true repin
movements that will advance the
Negro
the
and
labor
of
resentatives
people, are selected and suPPorted realiza[ion of peace in our time, is
,grit tt those who continue to leeP our all-emb,racing task. In the com'
tf,e cold war aflame. TodaY, there munities, shops and unions we must
is no rnore important task than this. boldly enter into discussions on the
The fight for peace requires, at need for peace, improved relations
every turn, the exPosure o[ those with the Soviet Union and what
who stand in the waY of imProving peaceful coexistence will mean for
U.S.-Soviet relations-identifying the our country. In the coming weeks,
enerny in high places and organizing it is essenrial to work out a thorthe pressure of the peoPle against ough program for an economy of
peace, as an indispensable part of
them.
Only the people, in the final analY- the 6ght for universal disarmament.
sis, can impose a new PolicY on our Such a program, outlining how a
peace economy can be achieved,
government.
should be brought before the workl8 {t it
ing people, Negro and white, for discussion with the aim of encouraging
additional ideas and amendments.
challenge.
great
a
Our Party faces
Our Party has a specific task which
it
more
and
past
decade
the
During
has felt the blows of McCarthYite cannot be performed by any other
reaction precisely because we advo- group or organization in the councated peate and friendship between try, that is, the popularization of the
our country and the Soviet Union as achievements of socialism in all parts

and loining the Negro people's freedom fight with a firm Position in

of t}re world. While the anti-Soviet
prejudices have by no means been
completely dissipated during the
Khrushchev visit, the people are
ready to listen, with less bigotry, to
the actual story of socialist life. We
have fallen short of performing this
obligation. It is vital that this neglect be rapidly overcome.
In addition, we have to learn how
to show what socialism will mean for
our country, to explain how it will

r3

dren. The great industrial might
of the United States, and its vast
technological and scientific achievements, open up the possibility for an
economy

of abundance once the

peo-

ple take over this country and eliminate the po*er of monopoly. Such

propaganda for socialism will not
weaken, but will in fact enhance,
the 6ght for peace and peaceful coexistence.

These are vital times in which to
live. Will it be life or death? What
happens in our country, the mighty
youth, the professionals-in fact all citadel of imperialism, is a decisive
men and women striving for a better matter in answering this supreme
life for themselves and their chil- question.
benefit the workers, the farmers, the
Negro and Puerto Rican people, the
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"I have come to a
existence of spethe
about
conclusion
cific, hitherto unknown forces in n+
ture. The source of these forces is
and even voice,
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By V. Keler
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For American readers, not the least extraordin-ary

THECOURSEOFTIME:forehead,hairturninggrey'and.a
e souncn oF MECHANICAL slightly burring manner of speech,
first spoke -about. these .surpnstng
POWER
things to a breatiless audrence'
"As a result of long years spent
soviet
Ir wes ar rHE big hall-inof the
suucture of heavenly
studying.the
Leningrad
6*gr"ptf.J-Soiiety
in his calm
announced
he
bodies,'a
bul[ing
with
man,
that this Iank
t4

the course of time."
Time in some way being equivalent to energy! The course of time
being convertible into forces acting

on cosmic bodiest
One had to possess great scientific
courage to make this statement to
a large audience consisting of ex'
perts in physics, astrophysics, _melhanics, and philosophy, ,t well as
students. . . .
It was the kind of courage that
had to be (and was!) Present in
Lobachevsky, who was the first to
suggest the curvature of sPace, in
Einitein, who formulated the Principle of the equivalence of mass and
en.rgy, and in Planck, who discov'
ered-the atomic structure of radiaSuch courage is natural and

tion.

in people who Probe deeP
ly into the nature of a Phenomenon,
who refect about it at length, and
who eventually become infinitelY
confident of the correctness o{ ideas
essential

that mature as a result of painstaking
and persistent research.
The theory of Professor Nikolai

Alexandrovich KozYrev, Dr. Sc.
(Phvs.-Math.), whom we observed
or th. platform, has so far not won
general^recognition. There is much
aotttora.ty over it, and there are
some who'even call it a "wild" theo'
ry. But the boldness of this theorY
."rroot but strike the imagination
of any person with a thirst for knowl-

t5

edge and cannot but enco'r.rrage his
interest in the fundamental problems
of the natural sciences. Few people
know about Kozyrev's ideas as yet,
and those mostly in Leningrad. His
"unsymmetricr" or "causalr" mechan'
ics is unknown not only to the general public with an interest in natural
sciences,

but even to experts in phys-

ics. The book outlining the principles of this mechanics was publiihed by the USSR Academy of
Sciences in only 5oo copies and be-

came a bibliographical rarity at once.
The packed hall listened with the
keenest interest to this exposition of

the fundamentals of uffymmetric
mechanics:

"Certain phenomena have at present been discovered in nuclear phys-

ics which prove that the world is
not equivalent to its mirror refection." The author arrived at this
conclusion several years ago on the
basis of astronomical data. Astro.
nomical data indicate that this symmetry o{ the world is due to the
unsymmetry of time, that is, to the
fact that the future is objectively
different from the past. This property of time, which may be termed its

directivity of course, determines the
difference between cause and effect.
For this reason mechanics which
takes into account dhe course of time
should logically be called unsymmetric or causal mechanics.
All natural phenomena proceed in
time. It is therefore impossible to
imagine a field of science concerned
with the world in which the proper-
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of time would not play a part.
But if the course of time is really

ties

responsible for the fact that the world
is not equivalent to its mirror image,
the phenomena of asymmetry in bi-

ology and the microworld must also

be exp,lained by the directivity of
time. . .

.

Some time later we were at Kozyrev's flat. There he told us about
his theory. The subject being a diffi-
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words. We have therefore sought to
retain them. So that they could
easily be noticed they are in quota'
doil. All the rest is our account of
the conversation and attempts to ex'
plain the difficult parts of the theory,

HOW TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN CAUSE AND
EFFECT

cult orre, the

First of all, we must get to the
scientist carefully
of speech that would bottom of that property of time
help to oonvey his ideas to many which we call its course.
Let us picture a young woman
readers of our magazine.
chose figures

"IJnfortunatelyr" he said, "without
recourse to mathematics and highly
specialized physics terminology,

it

is

difficult to discuss these profoundly
theoretical problems. Let us agree
that wherever possible we shall use
figures of speech and comparisons.
Where I am not able to 6nd a figure
of speech, I shall have to resort to
more specialized language. Let this
part be something in the nature of
mental gymnastics for science enthusiasts."

The theory of the Leningrad scientist is indeed very difficult. It is
probably more involved than Einitein's theory of relativity in the same
proportion in which the theorY of
ielativity is more involved than
classical mechanics. N. A. Kozyrev's
full narrative would scarcely be comto most of our readers'
'orehensible
On th. other hand, in undertaking
this first popular exposition of a most

surprising hypothesis, it is very im'
poriant to retain the author's own

walking down Nevsky Avenue rvith
a baby in her arms. Leaving aside
the mother's happy smile, let us consider this phenomenon from the
standpoint of, "dry" mechanics. From
the point of view of mechanics, this
is a case of Newton's third law:
"Every action has an equal and op
po,site reaction." The woman presses
ihe baby's body with her arms with
the same force that the baby's weight
presses upon the mother's arms.

The

third law does not distinguish in
principle between the force of the
action and the force of the reaction.

Yet there is a difierence

betlveen

them.

"It is precisely obviousr"

Koz,yrev

"that weight is the cause, while
pressure is the effect of the body's
says,

weight.
"Mechanics maintains that nothing
the situation is rcchange
versed. Mechanics fails to take into
consideration the diflerence between
the future and the past,. bctween

will

if

t7

of time be equal to o, since in that
How are we to distinguish cause case a cause would produce no effect:
and effect, the active force of the ac- an active force would either not be
tion and the passive force of the re- transmitted beyond the point of conactionl This can be done by intro- tact, or that "transmission" would
ducing the concept of the course of take infinitely long.
trme.
The course of time must b€ a fin"{,Jp to now theoretical physics and ite quantity. Hence, "by introducmechanics have used only one prop ing the course of time cz (desigerty of time, namely the possibility nated so to distinguish it from
of measuring the duration of cvents cl :3oo,ooo km/sec, i.e., Llte velocity
cause and effect."

or the length of time intervals. These
measurements are made by clocks.
However, we know from everyday

life that this

of .light

in a vacuum) we can pro'

pose an experiment that would make

it

possible

to establish which

force

not exhaust the is the cause, and which, the effect.
properties of timc. In reality the This experiment is connected with
consecutiveness of events in time is the rotation of a body."
does

an orderly one: causes always come
before effects. It is our conviction
that causes differ in principle from
eflects and, hence, that the future

We have now approached the crux

of the Leningrad scientist's

theory.

Professor Kozyrev reasons roughly
as follows. Different points of a ro"
tating body (a top or a planet) move

differs in principle from the past.
This difierence shows that time has with diflerent peripheral velocities,
yet another properry, which has not U. This means that in one and the
been used by the exact sciences and same interval of timg say, in one
which can be called its direaiuity of. second, a point on the equator will
its course.
cover a bigger path than some other
"Theoretical reasoning on the basis point at some degree of Northern or
of the axioms of mechanics has Southern latitude. The dimension
shown that the course of time must of the quantity U is the same as the
be a quantity having the dimension dimension of the quantity ct. C,an
of velociry and identical for the en- they not be added? N. A. Kozyrcv
tire world."
replies in the affirmative to this quesGraphically speaking, the course tion.
of time is the rate at which a cause
"It is natural to considerr" he says,
becomes an effect. Obviously, there- "that the quantities cz and U can be
forg this rate cannot be infinitely added. But this means that for a rogreat, for in that case there would tating body the course of time is difindecd be no difference (as present- fercnt."
It is from this that the most surday mcchanics does assurne) between
prising and cxuaordinery conclusions
causc and effcct. Nor can the coursc

I8
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follow, conclusions about thc possibiilry of the course of time to perforrn work.

.IF TIME

WERE HARNESSED

TO A TRANSMISSION BELT"
The poet lvlayakovsky has a line
which runs:

"If

time were harnessed

to a transmission belt. "
fhe poet li"i p.*irion] as it
"
were, of the mechanical
potentialities of time. For the course of time,
it turns out, can do work and this
is how.
Let us mentally slice our planet
into a multitude of thin discs parallel to the equator. The course of
time on the outer belts of these discs

will be different.
This difference in the course of
time immediately entails a difference

in

the momentr.rm of two parallel
and equal lengths on the rotating
b"dy.

"Since the quantity of forces is
defined as change in momentum
in a unit of time, a different course
of time means a different force.
When a planet or top rotates there
arise, therefore, additional forces or
stresses. These forces always cxist
in pairs and act in opposite directions. Thanks to this latter fact,
a change in the course of time cannot move the center of gravity of
the system but can alter the total energy of the body. In this way the
course of time can be a source of
power, likc the power of moving
water."

Evidendy, the faster a body rotates, the greater the gradient of the
course of time and the greater thc
additional forces discovered by N. A.
Kozyrev. Besides this, these forces
are also proportional to the mass of
a body. And they can be measured.
"By measuring these additional
forces, which arise in the relative

rotadon of body and which always
act along the axis of rotation, it is
possible to establish the quantity and
sisn of cr. It was found that the
af,pro*imate value

siC., and that

it

handed system

of

c2-

is positive

7oo km/
in a left-

of coordinates."

What does the latter mean?
Ffuman beings have their favorite
directions: upwards, forward, and
rightwards. A system of coordinates
based on these directions is called
right-handed. It is assumed in this
case that everything moving from
the center along these directions increases, while everything moving in
the opposite directions diminishes.
Such a system can be reflected in a
rnirror or simply drawn so that it
would look like a mirror image
of a right-handed system. It is not
difficult to see that in that case two
of the three directions retain their
position in space, while the third
coincides with a negative direction
of the right-handed system. Such a
system will be called a mirror, or
left-handed system of coordinates
and is sometimes also used in phys.
ics. For instance, wc speak of an increase in the temperature characteristic (heating) when thc mercury in

a thermometer

rises.

But we can also speak of an increase in a different temPerature
when the mercharacteristic (frost)
'That
is a good,
cury goes down.
although highly simplified, examplc
of poslible J""irtu in a right-handed

*od

left-handed system

nates.

1f
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some quantities arc called scalars,
while others are called vectors. Scel'
ars are those whose value can only
be expressed by a n-umber (real num-

ber).

Such arg for -exampl9, temperature, density, work, length, atea'
inass, the length

of

an. interval of

coordi- time or what we usually refer to

as simply time. Vectors on the other
-are
determined not only by
Theoretical calculations and ex- hand,
periments have shown that the course quantity, but also by- direction. Vd'
of tlm. is positive in a left-handed ocity, force, and acceleration are exsystem of coordinates. This is, ac- amples of vectors.
tually, understandable. Time fows Ii was found that the coursc of
in one direction only, from the past time cannot, strictly speaking, be reto the future. The ocean of time fered either to the first or to the secis bearing down upon us. We en- ond groups of quantities. This
deavor tJforere. the future, and we qnantity is what physicists call a
arrange for it in our plans and de- pseudo-scalar -or a pseudo-vector.
signs.- But only the pist is tangible "Pseudoscal"ts -al{ pseudo-vectors
uiribl. to us. It alone increases are quantities which reverse their
"rid
in the material and spiritual values sign upo,n mirror refection. For inof mankind. It is only when they stance, the reading of a thermometer
look back that people really see the does not changg when reflected in a
friut of their wor[ and appreciate mirror-it is therefore an ordinary
the victorious forward march of his- scalar. The speed, say, of a moving
train is an-ordinary-vector. On the
tory.
Ii we follow the axis of the course other hand, the velocity at which
of time, we can now easily distin- a top rotates furnishes an example
guish the active force of cause from of a pseudo-vector. Let us assume we
Ihe passirre force of the reaction. hold in our hands a rotating top
"The force of a cause, that is an and are watching it in a mirror. In
active force, can be distinguished that case the top will appear, in the
from the passive reaction by observ- mirror, to be turning in the oppe
ine rvhich of the forces increases in site direction. Hence, the quantity
, -gir.r, direction of rotation, and dctermining the rotation.will reverse
its sign in the mirrorl it is, therefore,
wh'ich diminishes."

rHE
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said above,

",
But
likewise a pseudo.vector.
quantity
direction
of
this
the
since
remember,
will
you
physics,
as
In

is
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is

always one and the same (dis
counting the theoretical possibility
of its reversal), this direction need
not be specified, and the course of
time may be called a pseudo-scalar.
What are the practical implications
of this? We shall try to answer that

should be introduced into the laws
mechanics. EverYthing ivould then fall into place and
would be in keeping with realitY.
Mirror reflection is a characteris,
tic property of the world we live in.
Man's right and left hands and a

question.

great many other living and nonliving objects exhibit mirror symmetry.

Has it ever happened to you that
a cinema mechanic---cither by mistake or as a practical joke-inserts
his film backwards, so that you see
it in the reverse order: from the end
towards the beginning? If so, the
dead and the wounded rise from the
battlefield. You see them running
backwards, bent forwar4 to their
trenches. They jump down into the

trenches backwards, and smoking
cigarette ends rise from the ground
to their mouths. The soldiers inhale the smoke and see their cigarettes grow in size.
Something of the kind, as we said,
is theoretically possible in mechan-

ics.

Mechanics recognizes the symmetry of events: forward and backward in time. But the difierence bctween cause and effect rules out the
possibility of such symmetry.
This means it is necessary to create
some other, more exact mechanics.
Such mechanics would distinguish
between cause and efiect and take
into account the actual unsymmetry

of events.
What must such "causalr" or "unsymmetricalr" mechanics

be

based

uponl It should, of course, be based,
above all, on due consideration for
the coursc of timc. That quantity
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of physics and

Ncvertheless, there are some, at times

negligibly small, departures from
ideil mirror refection: the left hand
is not the exact mirror refection of
the right. The principle of the conservation of paritv in weak interao
tions has been refuted.
Nor is ideal mirror reflection pre-

served in the passage of events in
time. If we could reverse the course

of time (which we do mentally, sa|:
in historical or paleontological research), the mechanical processes
which we would observe would
proceed quite differently than if they
were the mirror refection of mechanical processes running in the
proper direction.
The world with a reverse course
of time should be equivalent to a
"mirror reflection" of our real world
but the "mirror," in addition to rcflecting, at the same time somewhat
"alters" events. It is here that we
should seek the reasons why the
principle of parity is upset in nuclear
processes at weak interactions, the
difference between the right and the
left in biology, etc.
The asymmetry (flow in one direction) of time is the source of thc
power potential of this physical

quantity. In those parts of the Unithe course of time is
invariable, time performs no work.
Such parts of the lJniverse can be
likened to a serene lake, a reservoir

shape

2l

of a cardioid, a 'heart."'

l'In rotating

verse where

planets, specifically
the Earth, points rotating with different velocities are mutually altracted. Hence, as in tops rotating

of tremendous energy, which is, however, latent. To make the water of
a lake perform work, it must be set
in motion. In some way (for example by giving the water of the lake

in

an outlet to a lower reservoir) it is
necessary to create a difierence of
levels, of potentials.
In exactly the same way, time will
perform work only provided it is like
a stream of water running along
some channel, provided it is like a
directed stream.

THE "HEARTS" OF TIIE
UMVERSE

supports, there arise forces acting

along the axis of the planet. From

the fact that the course of time is
in a left-handed system of
coordinates, while gravity produces
positive

pressures inside the planet,

it

foilows

that in the tropics and in the moderate latitudes of both hemispheres
these forces are directed northwards

along the axis of the Earth. These
forces cannot shift the Earth's center

of gravity. Therefore, in the vicinity of both poles, there must be
equivalent forces at work directed
southwards. As a result, our planet
acquires the shape of a cardioid.

It

is crushed at the north and elongated
at the south."
The fact that the Northern and

Dr. Kozyrev paused and smiled.
"Difficult?" he asked. "I realiz*
that. But it is not at all easy to ex- the Sourhern Hemisphere of thc
press all this in terms understandable
Earth are unsymmetrical has been
to your readers. That is precisely why known for a long time. In the
I have so far not attempted any North gravity is slightly bigger than
popular expositon of the fundamen- in the South, which could indicate
tals of 'unsymmetric' mechanics. that the North Pole is closer to the
But the most "terrible" is now over. equator than the South Pole. NeverLet's now turn to the practical con- theless, the geodesicians drew the op
clusions, which it is much easier posite conclusion: that the North
Pole is more elongated. This is also
to speak about.
"The most important conclusion the conclusion reached by the Amerifrom the postulate that the course of cans recently after analyzing the
time can perform work is, probably, movement of their artificial Earth
that rotating heavenly bodies do not
have the flattened shape they werc
believed to have up to now, but the

satellite launched on March q, ry58.
They consider that the shape of the
Earth is deterrnined only by the
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reverse their sign, that is their value

force of gravlty and centrifugal ments of the shaPes of the swiftlY
force. The excess gravity in the rotating planets ]upiter and Saturn.
Northern Hemisphere should there- The vilocity of rotation of these
fore, they believe, be interpreted as
meaning that the substance of the
Northern Hemisphere is denser than
the substance of the Southern Hemisphere. In other words, the increased
force of gravity in the Arctic is mis-

takenly attributed to a

gravitY

anomaly.
'consideration

of the third
Due
type of. forces-let us call them
asymmetric forces-easily accounts
foi the difference in the polar gravities without our invoking any anomaly. The explanation in this case is
ttre most simple one: that the North
Pole is flattened, while the South
Pole is elongated. True, this deformation is not pronounced. Calculations show that the North Pole
should be about roo m closer to the
center of the Earth than if it rvere
at a distance of the main radius of
the planet, while the South Pole
should be, acc.ordingly, roo m farther away. In other words, the difference in the actual semi-axes is
only zoo m. However, even this de'
formation can be detected by direct
measurements.

THE FIRST CONFIRMATIONS
"And has anyone made such measurements

l"

The work in this direction with
respect to the Earth cannot be con.
sidered complete.

It

was simpler to

carry out photographic

rrl€&sure'

is equal ta zero. In strict accordance with theory, in the Northern

Hemisphere this parallel was found
to be at ?3oo5'i'
The discovery of the new forces
will apparently help to solve many

planets at the equator is of the order
of , r,ooo m/sec, as comPared to

abollt 45o m/sec. at the equator of
the Earth. I have Performed such
measurements. The results bear out
theoretical calculations. It turned
out that the South Poles of both
planets exhibit pronounced elongation, while the North Poles are
"compressed." For instance, in the
case of Jupiter, which has a diameter
of r4o,ooo km, the difference between the semi-axes is about 4zo km,
that is, the North Pole is about zro
km closer to the equator, while the
South Pole is zro km farther awaY.
In the case of our planet, it has also

interesting problems. For example,
by means of instruments detecting
the asymmetric forces it should be
possible to determine the geographi-

cal latitude quite accurately, rvithout resorting to astronomical instruments, that is, without reference to
the position of the sun or the stars.
The action of the newly discovered
forces should account for certain geographical peculiarities of our planet,
for example, the difference between
the Northern Hemisphere and the

Southern. This difference consists

been possible to prove experimentally
with a rather high degree of accur-

acy, that there exist asymmetric
forces caused bv the difierence in the
course of time.' These forces are not
so negligible that they could not be
detected by instruments. At the
equator, for instance, they are equal

to about r,/ro,oooth of the force of

gravity.

By means of specially designed,
very accurate instruments I have
measured the asymmetric forces in
the Crimea, in Pulkovo, and in various points beyond the Arctic Circle,
to be more exact from 45o to 85o
N. Lat. The data obtained confirmed
the existence of forces that change
with geographical latitude.
"In hoth Hemispheres there are
parallels where the asymmetric forces

'
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in the fact that the continenb are
pressure from the asymmetric
under -and
are, therefore, situated

forces

primarily in the Northern l{emiiphere, while the oceans are situated
primarily in the Southern. The
Northern Hemisphere is warmer
than the Southern. There is also a
difierence in the direction of ocean
currents,

All

these circumstances can now

be accounted for by the action of
forces hitherto unknown to science.
Their study will yield much new
in-formation bearing not only on the
climatic co,nditions of the Earth, but
also on many other aspects of the
ohvsics of our planet. It can also
i."'d ,, to new iolutions of certain
other problems of geologY and geo'
physics.

THE WORKDAY AND

The l|tlorkday and

Communism

By S. G. Strumilin

THE REAIM OF NECESSITY
AND TFIE REALM OF
FREEDOM

Tsr coar, oF coMMuNrsnr is, in our
opinion, the creation of a society in

which everyone will enjoy an rurlimited freedom for the harmonious
development of all his or her besr
qualities and creative possibilities.
Neither high productivity of labor,
nor infinite abundance of material
benefits can in themselves be this
goal, though we cannot conceive of
communism without these conditions. The same holds good for a
shorter workday. Yet all of these are
the basic prerequisites for attaining
the ultimate tasks of the construction of a new society.
It is no accident that, entering the
period of comprehensive construction of Comtnunism in the USSR,
the Party set, emong many other
tasks, this specific task-to effect the
shortest workday within a few years.
What is meart is a work week of
30 to 35 hours, that is, a six-hour
workday in general and a five-hour
workday, in all branches of more
arduous labor. This is only the first
decisive shift in this path. The con-

nism is as close and inseparable
can be.

We know that a high rate of
growth of the productivity of labor
is a decisive condition {or the construction of Communism. This is
our chief trump in the peaceful competition with capitalist countries.
The productivity of industrial work
in the USSR had increased ten-fold
by 1958 as compared with rlrJt
while in the U.S.A. it had increased
by two-odd times within the same
period. Looking forward, we may
say that a new, still more considerable growth of the productivity of
labor is expected as automation develops. Practically it has no bounds
in a foreseeable future.
Under the conditions of capitalisrn
a higher productivity of labor leads
to insoluble problems. As a matter
of fact, it opens up only two quite
real possibilities. The 6rst is the
possibility of still greater cuts in the
total labor force. But who is then
going to. buy those mas$ consllmer
goods, the production of which is
helped by automationl The second
possibility is to reduce the workday
without reducing the wages. In this
case a source of profit will soon end
as will the very purpose of capitalist

a shorter workday
and the movement towards Commu- production.

nection between

as

COMMUNISM
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The builders of Communism are est difrculties and accomplish new
not faced with such problems. A labor exploits.
shorter workday accompanied by a
Yet under the conditions of comconstant increase in the working people's living standards, far from con-

tradicting anyone's interests as the
growth of productive forces attains
a certain degree, becomes an o'Lrjective necessity and a law of develop-

plete Communism these possibilities
will increase to such a degree that
we may call it a leap from the realm
of necessity to the realm of freedom.

Karl Marx maintained that

"realm

of

the

freedom" begins only
ment of our society along the road to- where work dictated by necessity
wards Communism. A shorter work- and outer expediency ends, and that
day in our country is directly linked consequently, this realm, by the n+
with a steadiiy rising productivity ture of things, lies on the other side
of labor.
of the sphere of material production
V. I. Lenin foresaw these pros- proper.
pects as far back as r9r4. "LargeTo keep on living and to reproscale production, machinery, rail- duce, man must fight nature, whatways, telephones-all these ofler ever the form of society he lives in
thousands of possibilities to cur the and whatever the mode of producworking time of organized labor to' tion. It is an outer element that
a quarter and ensure living stand- makes it expedient for man to underards four times higher than now." take this struggle and the labor it
In rgr4 the workday in Russia was compels. This is the realm of naturno less than ro hours, with a legal- al necessity because man feels quite
ized norm of eleven and a half free only when he can put before
hours. The reduction of these norms himself without constraint any aim
to one-quarter rvould mean no more stemming from his inner inclinations
than three hcurs a day as a norm and the social aspirations in him. As
of labor necessity under Commu- man's natural requirements grow, so
nism. Quite recently, in May rg59, does the corresponding "realm of
N. S. Khrushchev, speaking in Mol- necessity" expand. However, there
davia, referred to a time when "the also expand together with this the
country will come to Communism" productive forces used to satisfy these
and "people will work three or four requirements.
hours a day or perhaps even less."
". . . A real realm of freedom,"
A possibility of creative work-in- Marx wrote, ". . . can fourish only on
dividual work and still more power- this realm of necessity as its basis.
ful and enjoyable collective work- The reduction of the workday is the
is now becoming ever more accessible main requisite."
to the builders of Communism. This When speaking of the reduction
inspires them to overcome the great- of the workday, Marx naturally
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first.
only the labor required for places
We are gradually getting rid of
the reproduciton of material boons

THE WORKDAY AND COMMUNISM

means

on an expanded scale. By no means
limit to man's free
creative activities, outside this material sphere of production. Moreover,
the shorter the workday in the material sphere of production, the more
time society has left for the perfection of man himself and the development of all his gifts in creative work
and social activities. Thus, while
reducing our obligatory labor within
the "realm of necessity," we are already extending now, as we move
towards Communism, the boundaries of the coming "realm of freedomr" in which every person will
find open all the doors to any activity that suits his desires and abilidoes this put any

ties.

The boundaries between these two
realms are, of course, rather conven-

the difierenies between mental and
manual labor.

In this resPect,

too,
the productive sphere of labor is coming closer and closer to the non-pro'
duttive sphere. Moreover, the shorter the workday becomes, the closer
the two spheres get.

MORNING, DAY AND
EVENING

Let us imagine roughly the following daily regimen under Communiim, when no more than four
hours will be required for obligatory
labor in whatever its application. We
can allot ro hours to sleep, meals, and

other daily doings. Then evgry
working man will have at his full
disp,osal another ten hours of free
time. Of this amount he could spend

tional. As technology pirogresses at least four on reading and mental

and the workday becomes shorter activity of his own choice, and anunder socialism, work in material other four on sports, amateur art, and
production noticeably changes its social r.vork. He would still have
character. It becomes more rational another two hours of free time,
and productive and therefore more which he could spend watching teleinteresting. Since it is not too tiring, vision, going to the cinema or atit keeps on engendering in the sound tending a concert. In these two hours
organism the spirit of emulation for he would surrender passively to all
better achievements in the comradely the infuences of the society around
collective. Furthermore, by training him.
These changes in activity already
the brain and brawn of all the emulating members, this kind of work presuppose rather versatile abilities
often assumes in addition an entirely in every person and ensure an ever
novel sporting interest and fascina- broader development due to constant
tion of struggle, whereby, inciden- exchange and mutual enrichment in
tally, the entire collective always a collective. At the same time the
stands to gain, regardless of who constant changeability of occupations
I

I

in

passing from some working func-

tions to others, evermore interesting
and attractive, thro'ughout the work'
dav facilitates work, reduces fatigue
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asins all production processes in the
.Jrrt."t ,nd locallY. The onlY essential difference is that under Communism when the level of a college

i.r.r.rr.s productivity. Seasonal trained engineer or a secondarY
be
"od
shifts of labof from one branch to technical slhool graduate will
the
armY,
labor
thi
all
to
"mo'
common
another, for example, temporary
oromotion of organizers and "conbilizations" to iountryside during 'ductors"
of all raiks out of its midst
harvesting, may Prove rather important. Given good organization, and the replacement of those less
ih.y -ry prore highlY useful. The worthy by more capable will be easier
faci is that harvesting machinery operates only a few weeks a Year and
to use it io the best in these weeks
the ooeratives are to work with two

than ever before.
Under such conditions it will be
possible to organize the work in

machine op€rators throughout the
vear. It would be much more delirable to have them sent from the
citv for this Period.
Undet the conditions of the world
victory of Communism there will be
no n.ed of state coercion and man'

working environment. Given ab'undance If talent, this sYstem would
onlv do sood, contributing to a
*oi. ,o..iv'rtpromotion of PeoPle to
d lobt for which theY
those ports
are especiallv fit'
A si ort workdaY brings us closer

ihifts for all diiectors and organizers

for
or o..hrps et'en three shifts' It of Droduction, selecting themthem
rePlacing
and
periods
maintain
to
,hoit
*ouid be inexPedient
the same
excessive stafi oi combine and other with new candidates from

will to Communism bY extending the selfactivitv of the masses and increasing
discord and chaos is hardly permis- their seneral cultural standards'
ThiI has atready been showing itsible in large-scale collective producthoumany
especially in an extremely broad
of
self.
eflorts
don where"the
Soldiers and generals

"n.*..r,.
,i* be redundant. Yet an anarchic

sands are united and coordinated'
-iu.r, in circles of quite free social
self-expression, comradely discipline,

d.r.lop-*t'of

the highlY versatile
and actire cultural self-expression ot

the working PeoPle of the USSR'
common
a
of
The Soviet peoPle maY and will not
leaderi and organizers
I
onlv
oerceivi oissively, but also accoaches,
Producers'
undertaking
unthe
if
r.produ.e, evervthing that
tivJlv'
necessary,
conductors]are
dertaking is to be successful' Under brings thim closer to socialist culirr. .oniitions of Communism such ture and cultivates already mature
"conductors" will be even more sDrouts of Communism. Free secnecessary in the economic sPhere ol.rd"r, and hieher schools are more
for regulating, Planning and man' ,...rribl. to them than in anY caPi-
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talist country. This combination of
production and science is very valuable in one's mature age. Yet all

of such vigorous studies
fully revealed only when the

possibilities

will

be

workday has been reduced considerably.

The Soviet working person is already striving to make all the arts
and literature part and parcel of his
or her life. At every factory, state
farm or collective farm, the working
people are putting out wall newspapers or even small, printed newspapers of a local nature. The dramatic, vocal, music, dance and other
sundry circles and groups are widely
popular in every city and well-nigh

at every big enterprise. The

trade

unions alone have zt6,ooo such amateur art groups which have a membership o{ about 4 million and which

l

i

ll

ili

already an economic necessity. But
when we have low cultural levels,
extra free time may be spent in different ways. Bourgeois moralists are
already prepared to view such extra
free time as a menacing danger of
encouragement of idleness, giving
rise not only to do-nothings and
drones but also to drunken debauch
and hooliganism.
The shorter workday will allow
of enhancing general cultural stan&
ards and of broadening fields for the
masses' own creativity. We shall require a high cultural standard also
to repattern fundamentally the regimen of labor and the entire cultural
level of the working men in a way
that is bound to take place under
Communism.

What do you mean by a high cultural standard?
It is, of course, not only observance of the elementary norms of po-

in the past year alone gave more
than 76o,ooo shows and concerts.
But to achieve the harmonious de- liteness, social decency and bon ton.
velopment of all of man's abilities, as All these rules tell us only what we
we go along to Communism, it would shouldn't do. But the task of culbe unpardonable were we to limit tural advancement is precisely to
ourselves to but the narrow confines teach each and everyone what he
of spiritual culture alone. As the an- must do to scale all the summits of
cients said: "Mens sana in corpore human culture sooner.
By a high cultural standard we
sano," In, the USSR the active work
the working masses do on their own mean not passive acceptance of its
goes hand in hand with the educa- components, but an active effort to
tion of physically strong, enduring rise to each new rung in its develop
ment. It manifests itself above all
builders of Crcmmunism.
in respect for another's manls labor
FREE TIME AND ITS
and the working people and in the
..DANGERS"
keeping of one's own dignity as a
human being. It is expressed in serThe reduction of the workday is vice to science and worship of the

truth, in the tireless cult of the good
and the beautiful, and, hence, in
creative self-cxpression in study, thc
learning of art and the acquisition
of mastery. The high cultural standard gives us an organic disgust for
such survivals of the old way of life
as swearing, drunken debauch and
hooliganism. As we are not Utop
ian dreamers, we realize that all these
ugly things will not vanish at once,

even under Communism. But we
already clearly see how to get rid of
them.

Neither drunken carousals nor abusive insults, neither fist fights nor
even killings will disappear of their
own accord. There still remain hu'
man passions, whether envy, anger
or iealousy, that will impel peoplc,
in a fit of temporary insanity, and
without any concerted repulse from
those around them, to take to crime.
Under Communism, howevcr, any
collective is bound to repulse criminal passions. People who have made
,rp ih.ir minds to live and work the
Communist way cannot remain indifferent to wrongs done their friends
and to their mortification, or tolerate incorrigible wrong-doers in their

collective will have
more than enough of means at its
disposal to act upo'n such wrongdocrs, even when the militia becomcs unnecessary. Today it is not
only for drunkcnness but also for
other brcaches of commuttist ethics
that the Ctmmrrnist work teams
call any member of thc collective to
book, publidy ccnsure him, or crPel

midst. Each
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him from their ranks. The future
communes will have, whenever necessary. comrades' courts, enjoYing
broad possibilities for bringing pub
lic influence to bear.
"To Eo over to Communismr" N.
S. Khr"ushchev said, "we need not
onlv a powerful material and techni."ltmi but also that all the citizens
of the socialist society have a high
standard of awareness." In the pro'
cess of building Communism, "the
entire spiritual life of society likewise
changes. Man himself changes- and
his eommunist world outlook is
molded."

One can easily imagine how the
life of the working man
will'chinge when, alreadY on the
first rung of Communism all the
working people will have free meals,
free ed-uiation for their children,
and many other things. This daY-is
not at all a long way off. "It is quite
likely," N. S. Khrushchev said at the
2rst CPSU Congress, "that we can
set in the not too distant future to
i point when the requirements of
all-the Soviet people as regards food,
housing and tlothing will be -fully
satisfied within necess,uy and rational limits. We don't necd so
much time in order, say, to Provide
school children with free meals and
have all the children kcpt at nursef,ies, kindergartens and boarding
everyday

schools at the exPense of society."
This done will already comPlctclY

change the everydey lifc of the
working person.
Houschold chores and daY-to'deY

3o
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aflairs will give way more and rnore
to collective forms asd 666punal
services. Free meals, the bringing
up of children outside the home-,

munes, together with all the childrcn, public scrvice and cultural in-

stitutions catering to the population as well as the factory with which
and the maintenance of dl the work- thesc house-sanatoria are linke4 will
ing people in thcir old age, will form alrcady a far more complex but
not only provide the best guarantee integral big producers'-cnnsumers'
against the dangers of neglect to" commune.
wards and destitution of the old or Such a big commune will, as time
minor members of the working man's goes by, make out of its main collecfamily, but will also free all working tive, welded togetler as it is by comwives and mothers from the bondage mon daily work and common interof the kitchen and other household' ests, a friendly working-class family.
burdens. This will also refashion There can be absolutely free creathe future family in a new way.
tive work, only provided all other
civil liberties are guaranteed.
CONSUMER
There is no bourgeoisie in the soCOMMTINES
cialist countries. In these countries the working people now fully
The new forms of the public ser- enjoy all the political liberties. The
vicing of the working people outside only elements who could complain
their places of work will call like- of any restrictions here are the rump
wise fLr the new organization of the of the defeated counter-revolutioir
working person's everyday life both and foreign spies and wreckers who
in town and countryside. This may are themselves the arch-enemies of
be conceived, considering the public the working people's freedom. Until
provisioning of meals and the class contradictions and the state maplanned supply of big working col- chinery used by one or another class
lectives, as a whole system of con- for coercive purposes, are done away
sumers' communes, which would be with on a worldwide scale there are
linked with one or another urban fac- bound to be such restrictions. When
tory or rural collective-farm center. one means the requirements for the
As a model for such primary con- fullest freedom of self-expression in
sumers' communes of the future, we all spheres of human activity, one
could take, most likeln any of the must say togethcr with Lenin: "The
presentday Soviet sanatoria or holi- fuller democracy grows, the nearer
day homes, where our working peo the day approaches when democracy
ple spend their leisure without bur- will become unnecessary."
dens or cares.
When we have Communist labor,
Thc combination of such house- we shall have plenty and more not
sanatoria as primary consumers' com- only of material boons but also of
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of free spiritual creativity
the fruit
.mastery.
Thanks to the short
and
workday, there will be at every factory collective and in each sanatoriurn{orrunune many splendid artists
and connoisseurs of art.
Each factory will become a cultural
center. Many are already now becoming combined factories and institutioni of high learning, with their
own experimental facilities and laboratories.

Each factory

will

have

a

green

belt around it. Each workshoP will
have murals showing the working:
man's everyday life and scenes from

3r

will stimulate the labor of the opera'
tives. The muted rhYthm of labor
music' The
will be enlivened bY
-climate

of the
oure air<onditioned
shops-the
iactories, even in the hot

ozone-enriched atmosphere will feel
like the air in a Pinewoods after a

thunderstorm-wifl mitigate the infernal heat of the furnaces, and, dis-

oersing bv its fresh coolness all smoke
lrd gii*L, will 6ll every breas.t with

inexiaustible energ"y. Naturally, - in
such surroundingJ dl labor will be'
come only more-aPPealing and Pro'

ductive. And

as

-we

imaginc this

comins Communist labor we are al,.adv irepared to exclaim in heartfelt

nature. The daylight lamPs above
the automatic lines of machine-tools gr..iit g,'Glory to Labort

Many readers will have Particular interest in two recent American
publications dealing with Soviet scientific developments in the areas of
physiology and psychology. First, is a volume entitled The Cent'al Neru'
ous System and Behauior, edited by Mary A. Brazier. This consists of the
transactions of the First Conference on this subiect held in the United
States in February, 1958. The papers deal with Russian and Soviet con'
tributions, including the work o[ Sechenov and Pavlov, and post-Pavlovian
research. It is published, for $5'25, by the |osiah Macy, ]r Foundation,
16 West 46th St., New York 36, N. Y. The second is entitled Thc Cen'
tral Ncraous System and Haman Behattior and consists of ovcr 8oo pages
of artides translated from Soviet medical literature, collected in prepara'
tion for the Second Conference, held in Princeton in February, 1959'
Requests for this volume should be directed to the u.s. Department of
Herlth, Public Health Service, Bethesda, Maryland-The Editor'
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moral and cultural decay', (The Neut Republic, October zo, r95B).

F o* the.
.n#ri, fina[y,
., . remarks inacutely em'bariassing "richesi of evidence,
the
the essays contribuled by two scholars to a recent symposium

*.
edited-by-Abraham M_. Maslow, Neu'Knrourredge in H;-;"
i;i"es' (Har$+.19).. lyd*is.von Bertalanfiy,-Dir..to,
niofogi.i R.T1l
,N.,I"
search, Mount Sinai Hospital in New york, finds rhat"f
"the briakdown
9f $e symlglic universe i.ads to the experien.. oi b"irrg l;;; ; a meaningless world." And he warns thar "a^new ry-boli" ,irir;^.-"r values
must be found or an old one reinstared if mankind is to be saved. ];; ;h;
pit of meaninglessness, suicide, and atomic fire.,' Gyrogy i.p"r, , professor
at the Massachusetts Institute. of rechnology, ,j* i.pJrir ,t it, :',t. presenr

ID$AS
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human situation resembles that of u

'.'Despoir is choructeistic of moribund crasses . . . of those uho
lail to
understand thc causes ol euii, uho see flo way out,'taho n:r;or'rpoit,

of fightiag!'

-Lenin,

"Tolstoy and the Working-Class Movement,,, Nov. zg, r9ro.

. ?q"pJion, moral rot, social .&."y, inefiable hypocrisy surround us in
the united states. Is this the embitteied and fatse estimation of ,h. pr.r.rrt
writer-notorious Communist, that he isl
But what shall we do with the mountain of evidence that is accumulating
upon all sides, and is described by people who are thoroughly respectablE
T.d i" no way notoriousi Harrison^E. Salisbury, distingui$ei Ne:tu yorft
correspondent,T!*::
1n hls bcnk, The ShooQ-Up GZneration (Harper)
N. Y., $5) quotes a New
York City school principal:
We try to make the children act the way we don't. We try to teac.h
them to be politg to be generous, to believe in the sacredness tf hrr-"o

life, to respcct the rightJof others. But the kids have eyes. They look
around.

lort"ihild...'.

Insecurl

*a'"roid,

we freeze our-feelings and ideas, and we do not know how to take a.tion

to eliminate the basis of

oy fears.,,

*

,i

to discern the decay is a cause for hope that not
,, 3l,"irrly:the
all
rs- lost. 'l'here is, how,eve-r, increasingly, a tendency to place
tire onus for
the decay. upon the alleged failing of dlmocracy, o, ih.
Jjl*
,t""d-with
"ir.rt
ards of the masses or the "rab6lc." In rea[[y, this device,
which
democracy and popular
are attackei, itself is pri-. demonstration of the social and-sovereignty
moral decay not of the masses of" the people, but
of the ruling class whose sys-rem- of monopoly capitarism it i" .r'irir, and is
creating more
more intolerable materLf poliical, cultural, and psycho.
-and
logical contradictions and deprivations.
Increasingly, this Jalse ascribing to the masses of people themselves as the
source of the decay is cropping up in thc writings not only of reactionaries
and conservatives, wher.. ia to- be expected, b:ut also in the writings of
". people wh.r. itr power ro confuse *j dirliberal and progressive-minded
orient is even_ greater. Let us examine representative examples from both
sides, culled from a veritable food of trrii t<ind of thinking in the recent
c.apacity

past.

Harold Clurman, a leading Broadway director and producer, writcs:
Our world is increasingly depersonalized, a world in which the individual is coaxed, flattered, seduced, bamboo"zled and blackmailed into
transforming himself into a faceless, tasteless, conscienceless instrument
the requirements of a .super-efEciency that lacks human purpose
!o*:erv-e_
(The Nation, October rc, ry5,9).

Philip Grcen, of Princeton University, reports: "There is a

persistent

depersonalization of human relationshipe through all our society, and the
result, evident wherever we look around us, is the unmistakable sprcad of
37,

kwis Mumford writes on "The Moral challenge to Democracy," in
the current (Autumn, ry59) virginta eyarterly Reiicw. Here he b"gi*
in a. very prornising maruler, indeed: "If we are not to go on giving"our
passive-.vote for extinction,.Tgr"t extinction, political extinltion,
alr*tty,
as.a.direct consequence, biological extinction, we shall have "l"a
to pro..ed
swiftly and competently with the business of self-examination." Mr. Mumford sees as the other witnesses we have already quoted also see, "the iq.
sidious devaluation of morality itself, so that the basic human values; which
even the most- primitive tribal communities hand on to their members,
are not transmitted to our children by either precept or exarnple." Hc finds

31

therefore, especially apong younger people, "the underlying assumptions of
rmpotence and moral irresponsibility, of self-effacing con-formity, smootlr

adaptability." There

ig

country, Ifumford
,
oj abjept dependenie and docile confbrmity." In his-irtiou.r,
concluding
paragraph, he refers to "our sick democratic society, so smilingly afivf
in app-earance, but so near in fact to totalitarian coriuption, prr"Iyiir ud
"condition
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today,

in'our

death."

Halfway through his article, having established the critical condition of
our present society, I\dr. Mumford asks: "Flave we the courage to ask ourselves how this happenedl" Bur I conJess that while Muriford has the
courage to pose this crucial question, I was unable to find an answer in his
essay. The nearest I could get to an answer was that Mumford was
condemning what lre called oui "mass society" and affirming that all of us
were under its "rule"; repeatedly he referred to what he nimed as "mass
organizations" and it was these which "oppressed us and impoverished us"
albeit, as he declares, they do not do this t'openly." Hence, Mumford's solution was as dubious as his diagnosis; it was that "without men-morally
responsible men-democracy cannot work" and that "the only way to govern large organizations, apart from decentralizing them and giving greater
autonomy to local groups, is to insert active human agents, trained to register

human responses and make moral decisions, at every point in the process."
It appears, then, that it is bigness itself which corrupts democracy;
it is quantity, not quality. If the organization is large it will be corrupt
and dehumanizing; the only fundamental solution to this is to place moral
men in key positions throughout the vast mechanism, who then will save
it from corruption. (Query: Where will such men bc found; who will so
place them; and whyl) This is Brandeis' "Curse of Bigness"l pushed to
its logical conclusion it results in Gandhi's decision that industrialization
itself is the root of present-day human evil, wherefore it is necessary to retur_n
to the spinning wheel, if such evil is to be overcome.
Quite apart from the impossibility of this reversal-which keeps its pro,
posal thoroughly academic and will arouse, therefore, no real opposition
from the powers-tiat-br-this view idealizes the stages preceding the modern era of industrializattoa, and has the further h"ppy attribute of ignoring
the actual power relationships in presentday U.S. society, with its base
rcsting upon the ownership and control of thc means of production by a
small minority class. I know that this is Marx' basic perception, and I
know ttrat hc anqounced it over a century ago and that it rs smart to pronounce such pcrceptions to be hopelcssly outdated. But are they? I think
noq and I think they oficr a much morc realistic foundations for a truthful examination of society in the United Satcs today than does Mumford's
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condemnation of an undifierentiated something that hc calls ,,mass
socicty.,,
In terms of idealization.of the.past, Mum?ord fi;athi; rlpro*i*"ti""
democracy to be that.sociity *1i.t prevailed h.r. f?* 176o to

::.Tri'fru,e, he says,these are."rough', dates, Lut

it is the only dating he
in locating what he calls our "spontaneous small-scale iemocrfcy."
supposg for Mr. Mumford's rake, we^ should *or. tir a"t., t**rra'to

1[01
ofters

I

r7fi,.w!en. th9 fight.against colonial starus was begun. But, leaving imperial dgmination aside, it is during Mumford's ...rirry that'the vast maiority of ^the American people-were i-lliterate. It was duiing this period that
from n% to zo7o of the- whole popularion were chattel'slavei-and-for
gych of the. period-another rcTo' iere indentured ,;;;;
ii'i, Jurhg
this.pe.iod that starvation was not uncommon here; that the annihilatiof;
Indian.was governmenr policy; that the u.s. government ravishcd
?1,1.
Mexico; that the rights of labor were nil; that rhe vasr iraiority of the working population lived in conditions of 6ith, squalor, and iisease; rhar more
than half the population could not even vote.
what is it that a Lewis Mumford sees in this era to iustifu his term
"spo.ntaneous small-scale democracy"l certainly, he does not see thc
realities of a class-divided society-any more than-he does today. But he
does seg the production at that tim. bf a self-reliant character Ii..., and a
sense.

of aspiration

direction. That did exist, among segments of the
it was a time of a rising econJmic"system and a

-and
population, in part because

period of the breaking-through of bourgeois deirocracy,
,o a time
of intense.strug-glg that did produce along with a calhoun, a"rrd
Douglass, and
along with a Jefferson Davis, an Abrafiam Lincoln.
It is worth noting, however, since Mumford cites Emerson in his view
o{ the presence of the "self-reliant" man, that Emerson himself, in his cozduct ol Life, wrote: "In America, the geography is sublime, but thc men
are not: the inventions are excellent, but thC inventors onc is sometirncs
ashamed of." It is relevant, also, that Emerson's diagnosis of the source of
shame was more incisive a century ago than is Mumford's today, for in his
diary, M-arch 14, 1854, Emerson noted: "The lcsson of thcsc days'is the vulgarity of wealth."
"The moral challenge to democracy" that certainly exists today does not
come from the masses and does not come from what mass organizations
there are in our country. It comes from an elitist ruling class -that is cxploitative, aggressive and parasitic and which discards, tlicrefore, more and
more significant moral values and rcplaces them with corruptior5 pornography, violence, cynicism, and dcspair.
Finally, in connection with Mr. Mumford's stimulating essay; it is pcrmeatc{ as is customary in reputablc circles in our .orniy, *ith repcited
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denunciations of socialist society and of Communism, bfi of which, he
insists, are infected with the worst of the decay he observes here. It is,
however, interesting to observe that Mumford himself chooses to point to
two and only two particular episodes to illustrate the ignoble and the noblg

in modern civilization and both of them tend to contrddict his

denuncia'

tions.

He writes, quite correctly, that until 1942, the W€stern powers had assumed that mass extermination in warfare was barbaric, but that at that
time these Powers adopted such a poli.y, copying the fascists, and going

writes Mumford, "our
in for "long-range genocide." "At that rnomentr"
had
separated ourselves

hitherto
country losi thJ moral distinction that
forgets that at that time
Mumford
Mr.
enemies."
But
our
totalitarian
from
we were allied with the Soyiet Union; he also forgets that of all the Participants in World War II, there was only one Power which did not resort to
ihe wholesale bombing of civilian areas, and that Power was the Soviei
Union. God knows th; USSR had provocation in terms of what the fascists
did upon her soil; yet the fact is ihat the Soviet air force confined its,elf
to batile against troops and other aircraft and distincdy miliury objectives;
it did not bomb cities as such. In fact, even the cities of eastern Germany
were demolished and its civilians slaughtered-3zpoo in Dresden in one
night's bombing-not by the Soviet air force b'ut by the Anglo-American
air- force, early in 1945 when it became aPparent that the USSR was
crushing Hitlerism.
Mr. l(umford points, secondly, and quite admirably, to the heroic men
and women of thi Resisrance against Hitlerism as a splendid example of
democratic organization and functioning. But it is a fact, nev€f succese
fully controu.It.d, that these resistance moyemglts were -spearheadcd by
,rrd l.d by Communists. It is unfortunate that Mumford did not p.ause in
his narraiive to examine or to explain this somewhat paradoxical (actparadoxical, that is, if one accePts Mumford's estimations.
' Th. present
*rit., ,...rtly returncd from eight -*..!l in four Socialist
lands; therefore, I am able to tell lvIr. Mumford that if he wants to see
societles-quoting him-without "assumptions of .imqgtency and moral irresponsibilily," s&ieties which, as he puis it, worship "human goals" rather
,,unlimiicd wealth," let him go ind do likewise. It is time when one
than
*rit., "bor"rt "moral challenges" tf,at one did not assumc the conventional
stancc of dominant American idcology-infectcd as it is with such crisir-concerning thc "backwardnesl" of Communism and of the Soviet Union in
particularl It is time one epokc specifically end plainly- about "moral chal[*g.r,; -d a."1, with thoic chalicngm-not abstracdy but in tcrms of the
i*[ *qfla today; and it must never L forgott.o that in thc rcal world to
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sociali;sr

1,ietiec,
Another leading current quarterly by and for the American intelligentsia, features two articles wLich aeil ditn,ccntral iszues of our time and
which conclude-by placing th9 gnus for_ the existence of these issues upon
the shoulders of the masses of the peoplc, who, in their ignorance ,rrd irtcompetence, not only
;r$9r the problems ro exist, but brinf them into existence. I have in mind Thc Americon SchaW (Aurunn, igSil; one of the
articles is by Ernest van Den Haag, a professor at New f5ik uoiu.rrirv.
Its theme. is g-iven in its titlg "creating cities for Human Beings." Tht
ollrer is by the well-known aurho,r, derAA W. |ohnson, colufinist for
lhc \eut Rcpublic, and formerly editorial writer ior the Bartimora sun;
its title is "The Invasiol of Privacy" and it deals wit.}' governmental inquiry
into the ideas of individuals. I do not wish, at this timle, to enter into a dii,
cussion. of the p_articular subjats with which thesc two scholars deal; but
I do wish to call attenrion to the theses both enunciate.
van Den Haag after describ"ing rhe notoribusly bad conditions characterizing American urban living, concludes with this paragraph:
cities as living entities arc endangered. But the troublc is not with
real-estate developers, nor is planning as such the remedy. The troublc
is that each of us tries to get what he desires, and suffers fronr the fulfillment of everybody clset desires:: for it is ftilfifling pcoph's desires that
lcads to congestion, to o-vcrbuilding, and also to spiawtirig. In a democracn Santayana wrote, "pgople ca:n do as thcy wis.h andi [thereford do not
get what they want." The present development of mitropolitair
planned and unplanned, secms to illustrate Santayana's dictum.

areas,

k is to the point to recall that Santayana chose to livc in the city oi
-Mussolini's
Rome; given his ideas about democracy, this was a togical

choice. It is not quite clear from Van Den Haag's rather cryptic referenca
whether this is the specific so$utibn he would offer ro ttrc gcneral problem
he has posed--certainly he has offered no other solution. For if people
do not get what they want exartly besatrsc'they can do as they wish, we
certainly must acknowledge the refutation of dcmocratic theory.
But, i{ the professor thinks that in the city of New York, 3oo,ooo pcople
today live in houses condemned as un6t for human habitation over thirty
years agq because they want to; i{ he thinks that half a million Puerro
Ricans live in rotten holes and pay rentails of $rzo to $r75 a month for
them because they want to; if he thinlis that millions jam thcmselves into
foul subway cars daily and battle for thirty to, fifty nrinutes to their jobs
and then battle themselves back for an equally interminable ride to their
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of those done to death by the hyenas. It is a matter of such a

palatial residences, because they want tq then we have news for the professor
wrong.
-heIt isis all
not these millions who have the power ro make the kind of life
and the kind of city they r,vant; it is the railroad and utility interests of past
and presentl the bank,'mortgage, and real-estat" .orpor"iions of past nnd
p-resent; it is the transit authorities and the hired political hacks working
for those authorities, banks, utilities, and real-estate iharks who do have the
power and who have created cities unfit for hurnan beings; and who have
themselves fed those cities to their suburban "ranch6s'; and "country
homes" and live like lords on the slums their power and greed created and
sustain. It is not because people can do as they wish that they get what they
do not want; it is because the vast majority cannot do as they wish that they
get what they do nor want.
Itdr. |ohnson's article is, of course, of another calibre. It is an impassioned plea for the right of privacy to opinion, in the face of reactionary
official inquisitors. As one of many who has had the honor and the opportunity of facing such inquisitions on the part of Un-American Activities
Committees, and McCarran Act Committees and the Committee of the late
and unlamented Senator McCarthy, I can only say "Amen" to this aspect of
Johnson's essay. But here, as in Van Den Flaag's case, and in so many
other cases today, protest against an evil is largely vitiated by ascribing the
source of that evil to the depravity or incompetence of the masses. Flere
are Mr. ]ohnson's words:

Wc arc aflictcd with too many gutless intellectuals afraid not of a
large enerny with a club but of loneliness. They cannot endure the solitude of the sentry or outpost duty. To be misunderstood and therefore rejected is to them an unbearable fate, and in their frantic effort to escape
it they consent to explain what ought never to be cxplained. They surrender the right of privacy because they lack the hardihood to take the
position that what the rabblc cannot understand it has no right to know.
Many, indeed, cannot take that position because they have embraced thc
egalitarian heresy that denies there is a rabble. This constitutes the moral
disaster of rendering unto God the things that are Caesar's, for keeping
the rabblc in order is Caesar's particular care.

Mr. ]ohnson is right in insisting upon the courage of
but on every other count he is wrong. The matter of "loneliness" is not
that of a sentry on outpost duty; this is much too simple. The matter of
"loneliness" was e matter of boycott; a matter of not being able to function
in that area where your very soul cries out to create. It is a matter of
Canada Lee, |ohn Garfield and J. Edward Bromberg-to mention only some
one's convictions,

creative
genius as Paul Robeson being stiflid by a pack of well-heeled political pimps
unworthy to pare his toenails; it is a
-*it.r of writers and Lusicia"i

artists h-eing- tortured by_ being forbidden any avenue of creativity, except
""a
the dead-end.alley owned by ,t'. tycoons and opened for traffic only io thoue
who have pa'd_the aw{ul toll. Thar's the firsi point that Mr.
Jo(nson has
neglected and he neglected it because he was so arurious to dlnounce the
"rabble"-whatever that means-and forgot the owners of rv and radio
and.movies and publishing a,n4 the theaL'e, which means something very
specific and decisively powerful.
Furthermore, where intellectuals turned out to be gutless before inquisitors, there was indeed a large enemy with a club. IrL. yoh.rro, cites tnly
the- case of
_the persecution of Professor owen Latti*or., but even theri
as Johnson himself says, the harassment "cost him every cent he had in thi
world and everything he could borrow, two years out o( his career, immense- fatigue of mind and body, anxiety beyond 6sxss1's"-all this ii not
mere loneliness. And many others faced iail and exile. These were the
results o{ a_ very big club that had behind it for several years the courts of
the land, the passivity od the President, the encouragement of the Vice
President, the commerical press, the trustees of most irniversities, and the
owners of all means of communication and propaganda. Those are the
ones who did dre harassing and the punishing. THey are the elite; most
certainly they are not what Mr. Johnion calls, "the rabble."

True

it is, that had there been a strong and democratically-oriented

in the United States in the years of the Cold War, many
in would have had a source of strength and might
not have turned craven; but the fact that there was not iuch a strong
organized democratic force in the country is certainly no reason for placing
at the feet of democracy responsibility for what reaction was able to accommass movement

intellectuals who caved

plish.

There is still ariother elemenr in the big club that IrIr. ]ohnson failed to
consider-perhaps because he has a sense of delicacy superior to my own.
The club has many sides; in addition to those we have touched on, it has
the side of reward, and this also played a part in making those who were
gutless behave that rvay. For one was faced not only with the loss of money,

and the impossibility of earning a living in the area of one's competence;
one was also tempted with rich rewards and lush jobs if one did betray
his profession and his dignity. For him who crawled, there was a pay-ofI.
And, once again, it was not the "rabble" that paid off; it was the "men
of distinction" who paid ofi, for they had and have the wherewithal to do
so. It was they who made judges of obliging prosecuting attorneys; and
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of crawling scenario writers.

*
We may close this brief sampling of the literature accumulating in
presenGday America that holds ':deriocracy" responsible for the corrup
tion.fowing from monopoly capitalism, by'reference to Elmer Rice's ricently-published The Liiing Theatc (Harper, N. Y., $:.So). Its author
is perhaps the most distinguished living American playiiight, his work
having been_ produced on -Broadway foi forty years, and iilcluding such
internationally known dramas as "The Addirig-Machiner" "street Scener"

and "Judgment Day."
There is much in tlis volume of great interest, guite apart from the
theme I am dealing wittr, including ihapters devoted to ihe theatre in
/apan, England, and the Soviet Unlon, with the latter described as "fascinating and significant," and the Bolshevik Revolution credited with producing "an expansion of the theatre unique in the history of the world."
But the central point of the book is stated in its opening: "Many years agq
the head of a large business organization said to me: 'A play or a book
or a painting may be a work of art when the artist creates it; and it may be
a work of art when he is dead. But while it is being marketed and exploited, it is a piece of merchandise."'
Later on, Mr. Rice himself remarks that as for the LI.S. stage, "the
central fact is that of business controL . . . the profit motive and the businessman." Hence, as he notes, "what is seen in the American theatre is determined by the judgment of a person who must be primarily concerned
with the mcnetary aspects of his undertaking." Elmer Rice also notes
the steeply rising costs of theatrical production; he estimates that to produce
a play today costs four or five times more than it did twenty vears ago.
FIe observes that because of prohibitive costs, no new theatre has been built
in New York City since 1926. In fact, the number of theatres housing
legitimate drama rn that city has fallen in the past gcneration from about
seventy to the present total of thirty!
It is no wonder that, according to this author, 90 p€r cent of the members
of the Dramatists Guild "cannot, over the years, make a living by writing
plays"; and that "the actor who works in the theatre {or more than 15 weeks
a year is exceptional" and that, therefore, "the overwhelming majority" of
the professional actors in our country "are unable to make a living in the
theatre or even to find employment."
It is not possib,le, however, to agree with Mr. Rice's conclusion that
the fault for the crisis in the theatre in the United States lies, as he writes,
with "the people." He insists that "if they stay away from the theatre or
support feeble plays, they can blame only themselves if mediocrity and vul-
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garity prevail." Actually, Mr. Rice knows better, for, as we have indicated, he, himself, shows that the profit motive dominates play-making here,
and he knows that the thearre is priced way beyond the means of thi average American. Mr. Rice knows, too, what a renaissance the American
theatre experienced during the New Deal days when federd support of the
theatre was forthcoming, ,nd when prices were reduced to the pbint where

working people could-for the firsi time

in the U.S-go to ih.

theatrel

indeed, one of thc fine chapters in his book, "The Federal T],eatre Project "
details that story.
And Mr. Rice tells a story in his own book which places the blame for

cultural stagnation arrd decay where it really belongi. He tells horv a
business mogul rejected, a few years ago, a play he had written for television, and he quotes the letter of rejection written by this businessman.
In this letter, Mr. Rice was told that there were many obiections to the
producing of his script, and that:
Forenrost among thcse objections is the sgualor of the setting, thc lower
class social level of all the chief characters, and the utterly depressing
circumstances which they all find themselves in. . . . It is the general
policy of advertisers to glamorize their products, the people who buy
them, and the whole American social and economic system. . . . The American consuming public as presented by the Advertising Industry is middle
class, not lower classl happy in general, not miserablc and frustrated, and

optimistig not

depressed.

The morals of the "American eccnomic system"-which is to say, moL
nopoly capitalism-has been demonstrated once again in the utter corrup-

tion and permeating rot partially uncovered in the investigation
of television's "contests.n' It is this which has produced the widespread misery, frustration, and depression characterizing so significant a proportion
o{ the American people. Not democracy, but its absence, inhibits and torments the people. The solution to the ills besetting us today is Socialism,
and, as Lenin said, in the present era, the struggle for democracy is the
struggle for Socialism.
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Bourgeois [/lorality and Comrnunist

[torality
By Roger Garaudy
Bouncnors rDEor.ocrsrs, since Kant,
have kept on repeating that the first
maxim of morals is that man should

man relations,

be treated always as an end and never
as a means.
But the fundamental law of capi-

heritance,

talist development makes the immense majority of mankind precisely
into a means; the wage worker is, for

cap,ital,

-the family

-patriotism
ation and chauvinism,
with egotistical individ-

-liberty
ualism,

with the lies that are
-humanism
to mask and Perpetuate

necessary
slavery.

The boundary between the normal
functioning of the regime and crime
itself becomes uncertain'

The Commission presided over bY
Senator Kefauver (in r95z) revealed
that in the United States inc,cmes
from gambling dens, brothels, traffic
in drugs and armed theft represented
r7,ooo million dollars, equivalent to
a quarter of the State's revenue.
What is so astonishing about that?
Is there a fundamental difierence
between gambling dens and gambling on the Stock Exchange?
The drug traffic-is this not a form
of commerce and a form of commercial freedom?
Is prostitution other than an ex:
tension to women of the princiPle
of the exploitation of man by man I
What moralist could trace the Pre-

From the moral point of view, it
develops corruption amongst thosg

and ruin for the

is identified with in-

with colonial exploit-

this regime accumulates riches at one
pole and poverty at the other.

possess

sensibilities are

vitiated:

a means of production.

The capitalist buys the labor power of a worker in the same way as
any other merchandise, or rather as
a particular type of merchandisethe kind which serves as a means
to the realization of profits. And
he extracts the maximum from this
Labor force with a t<tal disregard
for life.
Frotn the econ<lmic point of view,

who

all

ex-

ploited.

The rottenness of capitalism has
engendered the rottenness of hourgeois morality.
When man is defined by his prop-

erty, when the law of the regime
is the pursuit of profit, then all hu42

cise frt-rntiers between crime and
the "free" play of the regime of this
"free world," in which all development is governed by the pursuit of
maximum profitsl
Intelligence, culture, conscience
are enemies; force and bestiality become the marks of nobility.
Tiiat which the Colonels of the
r3th May called "psychological ac-

tion"

systematizes the contempt for
mankind and its degradation,
Claiming to modify the spirit of

man by suitable techniques, they con.

sider that man can be analyzed
into a small number of elemental
instincts on to which one can graft,

+3

In an army which has monitors
like Bigeard and directors of conscience such as Malraux placing in-

trigue and despair in the first rank
of moral values, there is no place for
anyone who does not find exaltation
in the blind ferocities of the jungle.
What does this regime make of'
others-those whom it exploits in the
metropolitan countries and in the
colonies I
The report on "The Social Situation in the World" of the Economic
and Social Council of U.N.O. illustrates the law of impoverishment:
in ry3g, throughout the world, five'

the

human beings out of ten were undernourished; fifteen years afterwards,

Hitlerian type and by physical or
moral pressure, some miserable reflexes which will function automati-

with a gigantic increase in productivity, six out of ten-and no longer
five-were permanently under-nour-

cally! They stupefy in order to domi-

ished.

by

obsessional propaganda

oI

nate.

Lacheroy
- today pro'
moted to General, no doubt because

Colonel

of his

humanism-declared: "'W'e

must awaken the hunting and war-

rior instincts which exist in

our

men."

And here now is the result. A
parachutist back from Algeria defined the "spirit of the paras" in
this way: "The man who has chosen

the 'paras' is distinguished bv his
dynamic instinct, by possessive tendencies. As a rule he hardly troubles

himself with metaphysical matters.
He does not think very much and
reads very little: digests, thrillers,
illustrateds, photo-novels and war
stories."

In France, in the ten years since,
ry47 the number of accidents in industry has risen from r,5oo,ooo to z
million a year.
At the Citroen factory, each day,
6oo workers are injured.

With the campaigns for increased'
productivity, the number put away"
in mental homes has grown by 5,ooo.
a year.
The inhumanity of the regime ap

in even harsher light outside
of Metropolitan France.
In Algeria, since the beginning of'
the war, in five years one Moslem
pears

in ten has been massacred. Amongst
the survivors one in nine is in a con-.
centration camp. An official report
has revealed the horrors of tlese,
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aamps. Those responsible for these
crimes have not been punished; they
remain the rulers of Algeria.
There is no worse hypocrisy than
to claim as Pierre Limagne does in
The Cross of April z3rd, ry59, that
the methods of this war are being
"'humanized" and "moralized." The
infamy of the end: to maintain op
pression, necessarily implies the infamy of the means. Limagne wants
,to soothe the conscience of goodnatured souls by condemning the tortures; he wants to "moralize" the
war, but not to stand up against those
who are pursuing it.

But in an unjust war the

only

And the means to attain this fow
from this aim: while capitalism, the
enemy of man, necessarily uses crim-

inal means for attaining its obiects,
Communists on the contrary, cannot use just any kind of means.
The aim: to create the conditions
for a fully human life for the masses,
can only be attained by the struggle
of the masses themselves. Point 3o
of the draft theses of our Congress

establishment o{ So'
cialism cannot be the act of a faction
organized in the dark, the result of
a plot, or the result of intervention
from outside doing violence to the

states: "The

majority of a people."

morality is on the side of those who
are fighting against it.
Similarly, in a regime founded on
the exploitation of man, the only
way to respect the human being is

To win the masses the only means
which can be used are those which
strengthen the unity of the working
class and its allies, which heighten
confidence in the aim, clarity of class

to combat exploitation.
And don't tell us that you

consciousness,
love

mankind if you don't hate those who
degrade it and murder it.
For us, Communists, the dignity of
man is a function of his real strug-

gle to attain the sublime end

to

which Marx and Engels pointed in
their Manifesto."l\ place of the old
bourgeois society, with its classes and
class antagonisms, we shall have an
association in which the free development of each is the condition for
t[e free development of all."
Onlv Socialism creates the mate,ial aid social conditions of a true

That is our moral ideal. That
our aim.

is

and self-sacrifice

on

the part of every proletarian fighter. It is therefore impossible to use
means which demoralize the masses.

There is no greater crime than to
deceive the working class.

For example, when the raihvaymen wthdrew their strike order,
the Executives of the Catholic and
Socialist unions, in order to camoufage their capitulation in face of the
Government call-up, p,roposed that
the pret€nse should be made that
there were some government conces-

sions in order to justify the withdrawal of the strike call. The Executive

humanism.

of the working<lass

struggle

are more rigorous than those of

of the C.G.T. opposed

this,

refusing to lie to the masses. It is
indeed true that the moral exigen-

"Hu-

manist Socialism" or of "Christian
spiritualism."

At the same time, when chaplains
who had served in Algeria denounced "the disregard of the most
elementary natural and civil lawsr"
Mgr. Badre wrote to them: "I infinitely regret this publicity . we
have the right-and even sometimes
the duty-to guide our Bishops. But
we must not give the impression that

we wish to obtain support by

a

more or less disguised appeal to
French and international opinion.
Our role is to be unshaken sp€ctators, vigilant and courageous, but
not censors,"
What is in question, therefore, for
Mgr. Badre as for Pierre Limagne,
is to confine the revolt of youth to
a purely internal attitude, of "morality" as they put it, and dismiss the
only means capable of putting an end
to this uniust war and all the atrocities which necessarily go with it;
not by being "spectators"--ryen unshaken, vigilant and courageousbut by telling the truth to the masses
and organizing their struggle against
the war. It is this which separates
Pierre Limagne from the young
Communist soldiers whom he calumniates.

***
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values of the proletariat do not arise
from the fact that it is the most exploited class, the class which suflers
most, but from the fact that its class
position is such that it cannot liberate
itself except by totally destroving
the capitalism which degrades man.
What makes its moral values is not
poverty or misfortune but struggle.
Those who see in the working class
only the decadence imposed on it by
capitalism, consciously or u[con:
sciously play the game of its enemies. The study of pauperization
does not imply, as Mendes-France
claims, a doctrine of fatalism and of
despair, but a call to struggle.
Whilst for all ruling classes whose
morality is founded on the contradiction between the ideal world and
the real world, between the soul and
the body, the fundamental virtue is
resignation, the fundamental virtue
for the oppressed classes is struggle.
Maxim Gorky admirably defined
the spirit of this morality of the
working class when he said: "We
must make man trnderstand that he
is the creator and the master of the
world: that it is on him that responsibility falls for dl that is bad in the
world, but on him also is all the
glory for all the good that is in life."

***

Today the working class is the

The following are the essential
characteristics of our morality.
The morality of the proletariat is

vehicle of this human grandeur. This
flows from the Marxist conception of
man.
Marx showed that labor is the act

born of its class position; the moral

by which man produces himself. Thc
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MORALTTY: BOURGEOIS AND COMMUNIST

of the world is the produc- Marx, "there is no. worse enemy
tion of man by human lab-or.
than spiritualism or spcculative idcaiIn each cpoch, the rising class is ism which substitutes for real man

history

that which bears the future of man,

it is that which opens ro crearive

work the widest horizons by bringing the relations of production inio
harmony with the forces of production.

In our epoch, this class is the

working class.
In fighting for its class demands,
it fights for socialism.This struggle which alone will
bring to every man the mea's of his
full development, gives the proletariat an absolute moral superiority
over all other classes.
The worker cannor wage this fighr
alone: he can only triumph by consciously and voluntarily participating
in mass action, the ioint struggle
of the whole class.
This unity is not spontaneous.
The Party alone can bring to the
working class the scientific means of
realizing this unity and of winning
victory.

The Party alone bears this ideal,
this morality.

This is not en individualist but a
socialist morality. "The communist
nlanr" writes Aragor5 "is he who
wishes everything for man-yes, he
longs for a thousand things, happiness, good healttr, security-but for
all-and at the price of his health,
his happiness, his security and his
very existence."
This morality is a materialist mor,Iity. "For true hurtrnismr" wrotc

of himself' or 'the
one underestimates the

'consciousness

soul'."

If

material conditions of the life of man,
one does not change the world, but
only the idea which men have made
of it. Such morality always makes
tl,re bourgeoisie enthusiastic, because,

if

one only wants to save souls its
class privileges are not threatened.
The people that annoy it are those
who want to saye the body as well as
the soul! It doesn't spare either

its

calumnies

or its blows

against

these materialists.

***

At the Strassburg

Congress, Ivfaur-

ice Thorez showed what the abandonment of materialism meant: the

founding

of

socialism

on a

moral

ideal is to refuse to base it on class
struggle: "Socialism, from a science,
will again become a dream."
Our morality is a scientific morality.

Reality is the source of the ideal
and we deduce what the future
should be from the analysis of the
present wodd and its contradictions.

Science does not exclude morality; o_n the contrary, it gives duty
a real basis as an expression of i

social necessity. Only a sophist like

Kautsky, when he tried to justify
his capitulations during the First
World War, could say that Marxism is oontent to establish the antagonism beween the classes and to

foretell

in which way this confict

of forces would be resolved on the
pretext that thc-iust and the unjust
are not scientific categories. pierrc
Ygru: has again recenlly taken up
this thesis, which has taken him too

Nq Marxism does not, from

the
standpoint of morality, put the bour-

geoisie and the proletariat side by
-

side. On the contrary, it providei
an objective historical'moral criterl
on: what favors and what shackles
social development, the mastery of
man over nature, the liberation of
mankindl From this point of view,
the a-moralism of the bourgeoisie
fows from its reactionary rolJin society: it holds back social progress,
it impedes the free development
of
the majority of mankind.
The moral superiority of comrnunism fows from its role of liberator
of all the energies of man.
The Parry makes of each militant
a conscious and active participant
in the transformation of the world
and the continued creativeness of
man. It gives us rhe ennobling responsibility of continuing thc ageover to the enemy.
old efforts of man, of his labor, of
his struggles.
For the first time in history personal morality does not come into
contradiction with the collective aims
set by the Party.
Personal happiness of the highest
order for a C,ommunist is the victory of the working class; happiness
is to scrve the cause of the over-
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throw of the regime of exploitatioq
of oppression and degradation of
man, and no obstacle, no suflering
no sacrifice can deprive him of thir
happiness.

This communist ideal which raisec
the personal destiny of each individual to consciousness of and responsi-

bility for the future of the human
spieces, constitutes the greatest spirit-

ual force of our time.
It inspires, throughout the world
millions of fighters and of martyrs,
such as that companion of Manolis
Glezos, the young Greek Communist
Yannis Tsisilonnis, shot at twenty
years of age, who wrote to his mother a few minutes before his execu-

tion: "'When the d^y of

liberty

comes, when the bels ring their message of joy and victorl, you will say,

my mother, that it is Yannis-your
boy-who made them ring our."
We must make the young pqoplc
of our country understand that when
they have the good luck to bc twenty
years of age at a time when therc is
such an upsurge of human grandeur,
they are in danger of messing up

their lives if they don'r turn to the
Party which gives man such a proud
consciousness of the meaning of his
life and of his death; to rhe Communist Party which inspires in millions of men the calm and joyous
heroism of those who build; to the
Communist Party which iq as Lenin
wrote, "the intelligence, the honor
and thc conscience of ow epoch."
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such countries as ours as cornpared

PRECONVENTION DISCUSSION

Ihe Party and the lahor

This is not new to us. Without
this awareness on our part, a sound
trade-union policy would not have

]t|ovement

raised

in the course of the revisionist

wave that threatened our Party, has
been clearly answered in the alf,rma-

tive. It would serve no purpose,

and
would only becloud the real iszuc, to
place the matter that way now.

and on future perspectives that drawing upon our rich and fruitful forty
years' history, as well as learning from

our serious errors, ciul serve a useful
purpose.

Certainly, the most decisive area in
which the how must be answered is the
trade-union

field. Our Labor Policy

Statement, adopted by the National
Committee in fune, 1958, made a serious effort to grapple with the rich
record of Communists in almost every

union with their prcsent role.

In my

opinion, the developments

since then have proved that it pro,
vided a solid framework for the con-

of such a bridge. It is with
the aim of aiding this process that

struction

The real question now is: how does
the Party exercise its vanguard role

these thoughts are ofiered.
First, as to the historical relationship

under present conditions? No good can
be served by discussing this question
in timeless, spaceless generalities. What
we are concerned with is how to play

between our Party and the trade unions. Many years ago, Stalin put his
finger upon a vital difierence in the development of this relationship in such
countries as the Soviet Union and the
Western nations. He noted that in the
former the Party developod prior to
the trade unions, and in fact led economic struggles in its own name, u'hile

this role in a trade union, in a community organization-wherever Communists may be and should be. Moreover, how can we do it todan taking
into account present conditions-op
portunities as well as problcms, our
physical as well as our political situation in respect to the main mass organization.

It is with

our cye on the prcscnt

been possible, nor co'uld we have made

the many vital contributions we did.
Why, then, is it necessary to restate itl
Because it is a point that must be
clearly grasped when the vanguard role
of the Party in relation to the trade

By Mark T. Camuso
TnBnn rs oBvroust.y a need to clarify
our concept of the vanguard role of
the Party. In my opinion, Comrade
Lumer's article in the September Political Affairs ("Forty Years of the
Communist Party") makes a serious
contribution toward filling that need.
It is not my intention to repeat what
was said there, with which I agree.
The question facing our Party today
is no longer: does the Party have a
vanguard role to play? This question,

with

the Soviet Union.

in the West the

contrary was true.
This diflerence in historic context has
been one of thc most important fao
tors making for difrerenccs in the ap
proach to thc trade-uoion qucstion in

unions is discussed.

At no time has a dircct vanguard
relationship been established between
our Party and the unions. The period
in which the closest thing to such a relationship emerged was during the
early depression days, when millions
of workers and rank-and-file trade
unionists, abandoned by the leader"
ship, turnod to the only force that offered a program and struggle for life
itself-our Party, which helped create
those historic instruments for survival,
the Unemployed Councils. Our Party
and countless known Communists won
the respect and love of the masses of

unemployed, many

of them trade

unionists'and many more future trade-

union activists.
This close merging of the Party and
the mass of the workers, the almo-st
daily leadership in struggle, rePrc'
sentld probably the highest level of
vanguard role exercised by us. Similarly, this was in large measure the
position achieved by our Party among
wide sections of the Negro people in
those davs.

This pcriod not onlY transformed
the Party; it opened the doors to it
literally everywhere. Our voice was
listened to with great resPect among
manv, and espccidly among the most
militant and- forwardJooking trade
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unionists. Known Communists werc
not only openly elected to leading po
sitions but widely supported.
Yet even in such a situation, our
Party still did not enioy the status
of an openly accepted political current
within the trade unions. (I do not
intend to analyze the reasons for this,
including our own weaknessesl this is
a subiect in itself.) The historic context within which the Party expanded
its vanguard role to the highest levd
yet achieved, presented formidable barriers requiring more revolutionary
transformations before they could give

way to the "natural" relationship of
openly accepted leadership-as Communists and not merely as militant
trade unionists-by the American workers.

Much water has fowed under the
bridge since those days. Our position as a party and our status within
the trade unions are quite difierent

today. This cannot help but effect
the character of our vanguard role.

Comrade Lumer is correct when he
says: "The test of the vanguard character of a Marxist party is not its size
or the number of posts of leadership
which its members hold in unions or
other mass organizations (which may

vary according to circumstances) but

the extent to tuhich it striues to mee,
these requiretnenls." (His emphasis.)
I would only add that such questions
as "size or the number of posts which
its members hold in unions or other
mass organizations" are decisive in dc'

termining the cfic?rt atd mannct 'tt
which thc Party strivcs to PlaY its
vanguard role. This is by no me-ans
-unimportant matter for us today.
an
For it iJ the determining extent and
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manner that a realistic, practical aP
proach to the vanguard role is pro"
jectod.

It

is here that the theory of the vanguard role merges with concrete prac

tice. For to play this role we must
fully understand what it means, not
in terms of a glorious past or visions
of thc future, but in terms of the reali

ties of today.

The self-devouring orgy felsely par'
aded as "self-criticism" by the revisionists did incalculable damage to our
Panv. oarticularlv to its morale. One

of #r'prime nefos is to rcstore and
raise this moralc. But the path does
not lie in countering the cannibalism

of revisionism with smugness and com'
olacent. dogmatic confidence in an in'
lvitable fuiure. That "inevitabte future" must be won. And the starting
point, thc scientific hean of Marxism-

i,eninism, is an obiective recognition
of realities. It is not bombastic shots
in the arrn, eloquent exhortations,
wishful one-sided istimates, rehashes
of old, outmoded concePts and forms:

or frustrated eflorts to

overcome our

difrculties, that we need.
Our Paity is like Khrushchev's "old
sDarrow," who has gone through the

.iitt. Ii will not ba disheartened

by
an obiective rcalization of realities or
bv a sober proiection of a course that

'On the contrary, that will
rinss true.
stfthe Party to action morc than the
most inspired agitational appeal.
lt is my oPinion that thc Present
Draft Resolution provides a serious
basis for this. It- heart, I believe,
is contained in the following: "Effectivclv to carry out the Party's mass
oolitici line, to accelerate labor unity
'and the development of the democratic
fiont for

p.ace,-democracy and security,

nists are to succeed under these di6-

it is necessary to master and apply
ioncretely and flexibly the Party's
united front policy. In many respects
this remains our biggest unwon battle.
Victory in this battle is the key to
progress on all fronts, now and on the
morrow.tt
If these things are true, then

it

is

here that our entire Party, from top
to bottom, must l,vage a struggle to win
"the unwon battle." What does this
meanl
It means that the Party must be permeated with the understanding that in

this lies the

essence

of its

vanguard

role today. It means measuring leadership, work and progress by the extent
to which they help win this "unwon
battle." It means grasping that the

role of a Communist

everYwhere,

whether as an individual or as part
of a club, is to unite his fellow tradc
unionists, his neighbors, his fellow
youth, around their accumulated needs,
which are on many issues reaching the

point of beconring unbearable.

It

means applying

our best efiorts

to solving the difrcult tactical

prob

lems without which the call for "united

front" is an empty, frusrating ex-

hortation. It means encouraging and
searching for the most flexible forms
and the utmost development of skillful
fexibility on our part, avoiding nonprincipled diflerences and emphasizing
and bringing to the fore points of agree'
ment and unity.
It means realistic. recognition of the
present state of development of the
united front, understanding that for the
present and the immediate future it is
one which excludes our Party as such,

but in

which Communists can and
must play their vital part. It means
mastery of skill in tactics, if Commu-

cult conditions.

At the

it

means that the
independent, public role of the Party
same time,

musi be gready and boldly expanded,
so that its full program can be clearly
presented to the people, and so that
ihe fundamental solution-socialismin which interest has been so gready
stimulated by Khrushchev's historic
tour, can enter the arena of public de'

it also means PlaYing our
independent role in harmony,_not,in

bate. But

discord with our overriding obiective
of development of the united front in
establishment of the democratic
oeoole's front.
' S'ome wrongly view the essence of
our indepcndent role as the proiection

thc

of our iifi.t.t.et. True, we

differ
non-Marxist
with
on many questions
-and
organizations, and it
individuals
is often necessary to state our difier'

ences. But we ian neve. be indiffer'

ent to the manner in which theY are
stated, or the effect of the presentation
upon the development of unity of the

'oeoole.
t'o h"u. such an approach, and above
all to elevate it to

a

-'!rinciple,"

would

brine our independent role in constant
clasli with the development of united
fronts and would isolate us from the

of the people.
The real .rtet.. of our indePendent
role is to find the forms and seize the
opportunity to make Marxist soiutions
-liocialism-more popular. It is to
find more effectivi ways to "win
mass

friends and infuence people." It is not
to achieve "principled" isolation, but
to seek wayJ of bringing-about mass

recosniton that our principles are in
cfieci those of the PeoPle.
What, under present conditions, con-

5r

stitutes the essence of the Party's van-

guard role

in the New York

union movementl

It

trade

is, taking into ao
€ount our present status, to do our utmost in helping to determine the direction in which these unions move.
Our task is to reveal to Party members
and all class-conscious trade,union
militants the bridge by which the gap
between what is and what oaght to be
can be spanned.
That means to indicate the mate-

rials at hand, to de6ne the specific
to project the issues and tactical approaches-to show what is and
what not only can be but ought to bc
in the New York trade unions today.
The zi, is the ominous ofrensive of
tasks,

Big Business (about whose far-reaching
our Labor Policy Statement
warned), revealed especially in thc
steel strike and the passage of the I-andrum-Griffin Act. The can be is indicated in the rising mood of militancy
as shown by the 6rm ranks of the steel
workers, the growing solidarity and
support to the strike, the new dynamic
role of the Central Labor Council in
Nelv York, the strike of the longshoremen and the steps taken for united
waterfront support to their fight.
The r's, is the fact that New York
objectives

is a low-wage citn standing nineteenth
among the twenty largest cities in the
country. The can Dc is indicated by
the crystallization of moods of dissarisfaction into, movements of struggle.
most dramaticaily revealed in the hospital strike with its profound eficcts on

the trade unions and the people of
New York.
The is, is the present woeful statc of
independent political activity and orgarization. The can Da is revealed in
the historic Labor Day paradc, thc dc
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termination announced by Van Arsdale to placc labor candidates in the
field, in the emphatic call for a third

party by the powerful Transport
Workers lJnion, and in the impressive

gains registered by the Powell forces
and the anti-De Sapio movement.
The r's, is the strongly entrenched
conservative and Right-wing Social
Democratic forces of the Meany and
Dubinsky types. These are stiil the
dominant forces within the labor move-

ment in New York, who constitute
the main barrier blocking its forward
advance. Ttre can Da is revealed in the
growing expressions of discontent rvith
the severe setbacks sufiered by labor
under this leadership, which lvere
shown at the recent AFL-CIO Convention in San Francisco. It is also
revcaled in the growing diflerences
on many issues-in divergent attitudes
toward the LandrumCriffin bill, toward Mitchell, toward Khrushchev
(even though the Reuther forccs out'
Meanied Meany at their so-called conference), toward political action, to
ward elimination of segregated locals.
etc.

decrsivc is the way they appear to bc
lining up in tt1e struggle now taking
form around the question of a more
militant, more independent, more progressive, more effective trade-union
movement. Our task is to understand
this new, rising element, and to cn-

it

lvith

all the skill and rcsources at our

com-

courage, stimulate and support
.mand.

The revolt against the Meany-Dubinsky policies, the New York labor
counterpart of thc Dulles cold war
policies, is bound to grow as the cold
war curtain begins to fall. It is the
task of all progressives to hasten the

of

cold

The rs, in contrast to a decade

ago,

end

of this

shameful decade

war.
mended.
is the non-existence

of a bloc of kftIed unions. The can De is the stimulating and progressive role increasingly
displayed by a number of formerly
progressive- and Left-led unions on a
variety of issues (the hospital strikc,

hotel' workers, transport workers).
Though it is unrealistic to project at
this stage a new bloc of Left-progressive unions, it is possible to conccive
of the revitalization of dormant but

It is demonstrated in the emergence
of forces in New York moving, at
difierent levds and in difierent ways. not dead Left-progressive
in a common, generally progressive direction. This is aimed, whether fully
consciously at this stage or not, at

overcoming the low-wage status of
Ncw York and particularly the superexploitation of Negro and Puerto Rican
workers. It is moving in the direction
of more forceful independent political action and a more vigorous efiort

to organizc the unorganized.
Thesc forccs are far from

infucnccs,

and of their mutual cooperation along
common, progressivc lines.
The *, is a much smaller C,ommunist Partn with far less contact than
before, and consequently with e corr'
siderably lessencd ability to infltrencc

the course of events. The caa hc is
shown in the small but important beginnings of the revitalization of thc
Party and

kft in a numhr of ereas

homogcneous. Nor can all of them be char-

and in the new opportunitics opcncd
up by the profound changcs in thc po-

acterizcd

litical climatc resulting from thc

as progfessive. What

is

his-
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toric Khrushchev-Eisenhower exchange.
The fulfillment of the car be lies
in the Party's pursuance of a course of

regrouping the large number of dispersed Left forces, among them nrany
former Parry members of whom. the
overwhelming majority, though they
have differences are not hostile and

move basically in a common direction.
The initiative for the consistent pursuit of such a course rests upon us,

for from this can emerge renewed
ties with many, as well as re-recruits.
The realization of the can be lies

in

establishing ties

also

with new militants

in the trade unions, especially among
the Negro and Puerto Rican workers,
on the basis of mutual participation
in struggles out of which new Communists

will

emerge.

The zs, is the disgraceful role played
by the top AFL-0O leadership during
Khrushchev's visit. The can bc is
shown in the profound impact of the
visit, in the easing of cold-war tensions
and increased friendship which it stimulated, and in the warm response of
workers, particularly in San Francisco
and Pittsburgh.

The

z's,

is the fact that our Party is

still deprived by reaction of its legal
rights in the trade unions. The can bc
is indicated in the cracking of the ice
foe of the cold war, now more than
ever feasible. This, if cornbined with
persistent efiorts to develop the broad-
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est united fronts against the cold-war
diehards and reactionaries at home, can

create a new democratic climate, in
the labor movement as well as gener.
ally. The can be does not lie in desperate disdain of the realities faced by
Cornmunists in the trade unions to.
day; it Iies rather in a skillfrrl, patient
struggle to hasten the change in the
political climate of our unions.
It lies in the part played by individual Communists in their shops and
unions as the best trade unionists, the
mo6t far-seeing and rnilitant, And it
lies in the consolidation of our Party,
its clubs, its systern of work and the
development and refreshment of its
cadre.

Such a course, which strives to balance realistically the li and the can be.

would equip us to aid the American

in gathering material for the
construclion of the bridge to span the
gap between what is and what ought
to be. Such a course will enablc our
Party to rneet its responsibilities to

workers

help restore the labor movement of
New York to the path that leads to
its playing once again the role of a

leading, stirnulating progressive force

in the life of our city, state and nption.

Such, in my opinion, is the vanguard
rolc of our Party fur the specific con-

ditiorm

of

today,

TI{E PARTY AND THE

The Party and the [|asses

with whom we have worked
-people
closely on issues for some substantial
period-people to whom one can at
some point introduce our Party's and
Marxist material, in order to help us
recruit.

Dunrxc rHE PAsr 18 months, our Party
has becn dealing with the question of
holv our cadres can best play a van-

This process or variation of it, in turn
should lead to the building of the
Party, which after all is one of the

AII our experiences in bringing thc
messages of our Party to the masscs
have been generally good in this most
recent period. Our public appearances
have been well received, and often
well attended. Much of our material

move-

principal reasons that our members are

has been bought, and

engaged

mass movements.
have made progress on devcl-

forces involved, we often could have
sold even more, and developed m.ore

oping again such far-reaching perspectives for our cadres in mass work.
There are few key areas of mass work
where Party cadres are not activc,

contacts on the spot. Our leaflets and
pamphlets have been enthusiastically
received, and in some areas have become the basis for discussions of a more
advanced character, as well as stimulat-

By Milton Rosen

guard role within the mass

ments" There has been much discussion and examination of our experi
ences

in the

We

mass movements. Special

emphasis has bcen placed on defeating
the "mainstream" theory, which developed prior to the r6th National Con-

either initiating or expanding such ac-

vcntion.
The essential idea behind this "main-

tivity. In New York State, our members have been involved in ail the important mass struggles-in peace activi-

stream" theory was that for us to

be
do good mass

among the masses, and to
work, would somehow or other dcvelop

the mass movcment into a

ties, integration action, key industrial
strikes, youth marches for example.

Socialist

Our members are not try and large
"isolated from the people," and where

movement.

We now know that such an aPProach
is not enough to ensure influencing
the mass movement in a radical direc-

conditions exist for it, they are aG
tively pursuing united front policies.
No doubt, there are still many weak-

tion let alone building a socialist move'

if you look at the situation as a whole, it has certainly improved-and is still improving.

nesses. But

ment. We have come to realize that
in the mass movement must
begin to build "political bases," on
thJ sffength of their work on such
questions as peace, civil libertie'i and
civil rights, the NegroJabor alliance,

cadres

We have learned, of course, that the
problem

independent political action, etc. They
to bccome a Political force rN

their unions or mass organizations,
giving effective leadership there on

i-hese'qucrtions, as well as on the day'

it is through-

and only through the further develop
ment and extension of that kind of ac-

tivity that the opportunities are

of how to

become

a political

force will vary from organization to
organization and from one situation
to another. There are still many areas,
for example, where it is next to impo,ssible to work publicly as a Communist. But we have found that there
do exist sections of advanced workers
who can be approached today on such
questions as the decay of the capitalist

have

to-day questions. And

in work in

system, the meaning

created

of

Socialism, and

our Party itself. We have found that
there are those in the "mainstream"

to irrrt, these "political bases" into
for the struggles for Socialism.

bases
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if

we had morc

ing activity.
A11 this has done two good things
for us. First of all, thousands of peo-
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necessary. One example of this is thc
tendency still rcmaining to placc grcat
reliance on the trade union bureaus
racy. The other side of that coin is
to say that when you criticize or er-

pose the class collaboration policics
of the Meanys, the Reuthers, thc Car-

cys, and the Dubinskys, that is "wholcsale condemnationr" that is "sectarian."
I wonder what such accusations mcan
after the Khrushchev business and the
Randolph affair at the AFLCIO Convention in San Franciscol
This does not mean that wc should

pay no attention to positive utteranccs
from any of these forces, in order to
develop positive action in those same
directions among the workers. But

culling through the labor iournals-or

convention proceedings for such positive utterances is no substitute for thc

hard work of initiating currents and

ple have had the chance to see the face
of the Farty and to hear its program.
Secondly, by showing our members and

actions among the rank-and-fi1e, and
of warning thcm against the obstacles
thcir own "leaders" are still placing
in the path of such actions. A chorus

friends that we can do things as a
Party, we have greatly encouraged

of "me-tooers" is not what the workers
need. Flowever reliance on the labor
Ieaders occurs when wc lose sight of thc

them.

But there is still a lot more to do
before we are out in the clear on thcse
questions.

We have to keep fighting not only
against the "mainstream" theory which
sdll persists among us to some degree,
despite its basic unsoundness, and de-

it has been disp'ror..r. We also have to fight against
ionre other ideas and habits, ideas
that are also still working to hold us
soite the fact that

down,

is a

down-grading, for exof our,Party to
proiect alternative courses for the work-

There

ample, of the abilities

ing-class, where alternatives are clearly

fact that the working class as a whole

is the dccisive force.

It is the rank

and file and lower echelons of leadership which today are the basic forcc.
Thesc forces are capable of forcing
changes, and making the falsc promiscs
of their leaders come true.
There areother ideas, still to be found

in our ranks, which

stand in the way
of our showing this kind of boldness.
One of them-a twin theory to the
"mainstream" idea,. which developed
during the same period-is what might
be called the "Kiss-of-Death" approach.

This harps on all the Party's previous
"errorsr" and uses them to draw the
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conclusion that the Party cannot, in its
own right, establish itself as a political

force among the people. "We

are

hopelessly compromised," said the proponents of this view; "you can't bridge

the gap again." Good work by individual comradesl Maybe, but how can
you transfer any of this to the Party's
creditl
In effect, this idea was a fundamental denial of the belief that the Party
could play a vanguard role and its pro'
ponents went about tagging all calls

open, independent role of the
Party as "Left-sectarianism." As a result of these defeatist concepts which
arose because of continual attacks
from the ruling class, the fight for the

for an

Party's legality, the fight for its right
to exist, became a nominal struggle.
Local Party headquarters were closod
down, election activities around Party
candidates virtually ceased; simple normal means of reaching the people in
the Party's name-such as leaflets, pamphlets, open air meetings, voluntary
appearance at public hearings-were
virtually abandoned. And by the time

of the last National Cbnvention, the
question of whether we should have a
Party at all emerged as the €entral

question. Along with it came various
"get-rich-quick" schemes for circumventing the Party. One of them was
the "Mass Party of Socialism." Well,
we know what happened to such ideas,
at the Convention and afterl our membership tossed them into the lake, and
set about rebuilding the Communist

Partv as a oolitical force.
Br.lt not *ithorrt the hobbling eflects
of some old ideas in new forms. Take
the old fear of the "foreign agent" tag,
for instance, and the disastrous efiects
it has had on our rocent activitY in
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relation to the Khrushchev-Eisenhower

visit.

Ffere was the biggest single
step towards world peace in our time.
if not in all time, with millions of
Americans and hundreds of millions
of people all over the world watching

and Khrushchev goes-but not a word
usl What a way to play any
role-no less the vanguard role that
we should and can be playing for
peacel Or for international working-

out of

class solidarity.

of it with eager interest.
And what did they hear from our
Party----as a Party'---on itl Hardly a

The problem about the Khrushchev
afiair, however, was not only uhether
we should speak out on it, b:ut what

p€ep!

there was,

Who has fought harder and (even
with all our weakness) more consist-

American workers what they have to

every step

ently than we have for a policy of peaceful coexistence and the negotiation of
issuesl Who has fought harder than
we have all during these last ten to
fifteen years, to expose and defeat those
who wanted to subvert such perspec-

tivesl And along comes a colossal event

in just this direction-and, ,ue say to
ourselues, "Hands ofi!" "Attaching

to this Khrushchev visit
won't help it any, and it won't help
ourselves

it will only harm both!"
And right on the side of this fear

us, eitherl

of "attaching ourselves" to the lands of
Soicalism stands that old banner.

newly-revived "we have got

to

makc
ourselves an "American Party." What
can a slogan like that mean to those
cadres who have worked assiduously.
as American Communists, over the
years, to develop ties and to grow

I Whose problems have we been
grappling with all these years, if not
those of the American workers? Does
associating ourselves with the International Working-Class Movement and
roots

with the countries of

socialism, make

us less than Americanl The Meanys:
yes, and the Reuthers and Careyssay so. They try to defeat our vanguard role that way, and leave them.
selves a field day among the workers.

And now, it

seems

we say so

too;

it!

in fact, for us to say about
Our job was to explain to the

gain from such visits, why

such

events must be successful.
And that brings us to another "theo-

ry" about our Party that keeps it from
gettings things done-and from building our Party. This can best be described as the "who knows" theory,

It is reminiscent of the wave of ignor-

of our Party.
prior to the last convention. At that
timg some of our erstwhile "leaders"
ance that took possession

suddenly discovered that we "knew
from nothing," had no answers, and had
better "examine" and "re-examine" all

questions-until we disappeared! And
anyone who still said that our Party
did have answers-and does have them,
end will have them-that we weren't
anywhere near as "dumb" as they were

making us out to be-well, anyone
lik ethat was just a wild-eyed "Leftist"

who couldn't "change."
We did have answersl and we have
them now. On most questions regarding the labor movement, for example,
we have been basically correct for
these past several years. Our estimate
of the soundness of the merger was

correct; so was our recognition of the
dangers in it. We have sized up correctly the effects on labor of automation,
and of the cold war armaments Program. We have shown correctly how
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the unorganized South, and the labor
movement's general backwardness on
!h.. N.gl" question rvas hamstringing
labor's advance. We have warned-coi
rectly of the all-out attack against the
workers, now taking place;- and we
have also warned concretely of the disastrousness

of

those class-collaboration

to roost in the
strike. No other single f orcc
in America has such a record ol uipolicies now coming

steel

sion and of deuotion to the Arnerican

uorrting class,
And yet the "lvho-knows" theoreticians come along and tell us, "Who
knows what forces are now going to
take the worker to new and higher
groundl In the thirties it was fohn L.
Lervis and Dubinsky. Who rvould
have ever expected

knows who'll do

it

lf

them? So who

it nowl

Who knows

will take the
lator movement today to higher

what issues, what forms,

groundl"

Well, maybe we aren't so sharp right

noy at applying the laws of s&uggle
to the con€rete circumstances in fiont
of us. And maybe we aren't so good
at making prediitions. But is that"any
for giving up our role of bringing forward issues, and bringing forward the positive elements in the labor
movement in the fight on these issuesl
reason

In the

course

of bringing this kind of

pressure on the "do nothing" trade
union bureaucracy, perhaps we c:m
make some inroads on our ttignorance."
One thing is sure: attitudes of "spontaneity," or facidness won't evei do
it! And neither wiil attacks of "sectarianism" leveled against those who are
fighting for the open and independent
and vanguard roles of our Paity!

The fact is that our 'cadres in the
mass movements have been moving
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in the ranks o{ rebuilding old ties and developing neq/ ones,
ahead decisively

and

in

general proving

that-in

spite

of old and new obstacles-we can extend our in"fluence in the mass movements, and v/e can growl And yet
our progress in rebuilding the Party
as a political lorce in irs own right is
not doing anywhere nearly as well.
Whyl Because the responsibility for
this task is also being left on the shoul-

ders

of our

cadres

within the

mass

movements. The drive, the initiative,
the thinking that is going into helping
our mass cadres develop themselves
and their activity, are not being used
to make our Party leaders, or the Party
itself, an efiective force among the
American people.

There is still a very strong tendency

to

equate the Party's-and the Party
leadership's-open role with "sectari

anism." Attempts are still made to
play our open role against our rvork
within the mass movement. This does
not see how one comPlemen\ the
other, how things that are raised "from

the outside"-that is, more accurately.
alongside-the mass movements, can
enable our mass cadres to attaln new
heights.

Many of our forces are not always
in a position to raise certain questions
in tlieir organizations in a general
way. Does this mean that such questions cannot or should not be raised

by the Party itself? Even on various

immediate questions, the Party can indicate courses of action, particularly in
situations where the mass organizations
have actually abandoned their responsibilities. And on more advanced is-
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fill-for a fundamental analysis of
our whole system, especiaily at a timc
can

when the workers, and the people generally, find themselves sufiering increasing attacks on their living standands

and on their working conditions.

And there is an increasing need-ruh.ich
u)e can fill-for explanatio. ns on So'
cialism, on how it works, and on what
it would mean for our people.
And as the Party develops an open
identity, a program, a record of
achievements and contributions, as it
identifies itself as a fighting organization, and also establishes its right to
deserve the confidence of those who
are attempting to movc ahead on any
front. This in turn stimulates our mass
cadres to expand their work-and to
recntit, to build their Party. You cannot build a phantom, you can only
build what is visible, active, neccssary.
Confidence in our Party is of paramount
importance today. It is important not

oniy to our friends, but to our

rnem-

well. It cannot and must not
be left to our mass cadres alone, to
builC that confidence for themseives
bers as

and by their own efiorts. No mattcr
how difficult it may be, the Partyand specifically the Party leadershipmust have a perspective for developing

that confidence, through its fight to establish, as a Party, political leadership
among the masses, through its fight to

fully its independent roie.
There are those among us who cry
that "overemphasis" on the indepen.
dent role of the Party is nothing but
the form that "sectarianism" is taking
today. This is a bogus issue. In the
establish

action.

past year, there was one communist
in the entire country
Davis, our N. Y. State Chair-

There is an increasing need-which ue

there

sues, the Party

is surely able to stimu'

late thought, discussion, and

Party candidate

-Ben
man. In all of New York Citn

is not a single public local party

office

the possible exception of the
-with
Ben Davis headquarters in Harlem.
The National Auto Commission has
just issued its first leaflet; the Steel
Commission has-at this writing-two
or three to its credit. A small trickle
of material, issued in the name of the
Party, often on the initiative of the
lower bodies, has only recently begun
to appear. The fact is, in short, that
our public Party work is still in its infancy. It should be encouraged, welcomed and expanded, not discouraged.

it should not be placed in
opposition to our growing mass work.
Above all,

ai

some

kind of error in

emphasis
once more

which, if carried too far, will
threaten to "isolate" us.
Today sectarianism takes the form
of the continued isolation of the Party's
leadership frorn the masses. ,A'11 too
often, our leadership functions merely
as guides and advisors to our cadres
in mass work, without having any ex-

periences, or even encounters with the
inass of the people in their own right.
If thev have direct contact with the
rn"u, ,ro"aaants and mass struggles at

all, it is with some "toP" PeoPleoeoolc of "infuence" in these rnoveine.rtr, *ith whom they are engaged in
and-file

in

ties. As far

as the rankthese situations are con:

restoring old

is alsecond-

cerned, o'ur leadership's contact

most always and everywhere

hand, indirect.
As a result, the develoPment of our
Party's line in the di-fferent concrete
phases of our mass work is based for
the most part on a one-sided set of
exoerienceJ-experiences which our
*irs cadr.s have often had to arrive
at through what might be called "semiundcrgrJund" methods of work. Such
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a lack of direct, open, intimate experience in the Party's own right with the
mass struggles going on crcates many
real problems for us. Very often, it
leads to the perpetuation of policies
that are no longer, in fact, related to
events. On the other hand, it also helps
to produce those "pendulum swings,"
from one extreme to theother, for v'hich
we are always berating ourselves-after
the most rocent example is over. In
any case, this makes it harder and
harder to offer real leadership to thosc
who are rooted in these mass movcments and struggles. They come to view

with trepidation the "advice"

and

"recommendations" they are offercd,

as

to their mass work, by leaders who do
not have any significant mass contact

of their own.
Not having the "feel" of the people
sense, born of dircct erperience,
-the
of what the people want and will do
---often gives rise to another tendency.
That is to promote something between

us and the people-kft

groupings

and organizations which, instead o,f
bringing us closer to the masses, have
often served to cut the progressive
force of[, to isolate the them away frorn
the main currents of the mass struggle.
Sometimes these efforts-sectarian and

isolating as they are in actual factare put forward in the name of creating "united fronts." But how can the
Communist Party have a "united
frontr" on even the most minimum
basis, with other organizations, if the
Party does not have a base of its own,
no matter how smalll When one indi
vidual Party member, whose Party
membership is not even known, works
along with non-Party forces in some
joint effort, does that mean that the
Cornmunist Party is thereby engaged
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in united front activity? I don't think
so!

the work of our mass cadres. This
gravely limits our possibilities for

One thing is certain. All tendencies growth.
on the part of our Party's leadership
In order to help overcome the "iso.
to become isolated, to allow themselves lation" that actually besets our leadto remain isolated, to convert their ac- ers, to bring us to a position where we
tual isolation into some matter of can best draw lessons from the people.
"principld'-all such tendencies can- and to spur our ability to grow, I pro"
not help our Party in any way, they pose the following:
can only harm us. They lead towards
r. That every state and national
the Party itself becoming an "im- leader begin to function in an imporpotent sect," aloof from the people. tant working-class community at least

Without experiences amongst the

peo'

ple-from the sidelines, that is from the
Party offices-it becomes difficult to
advance or instruct those who have in

fact been developing real mass ties.
No serious mass political party can
develop with its leadership separared
from life. The ruling

classes

know this.

and have done their darndest during

to separate our Party
from the people. To the exrenr thar
these last years

we do not

overcome the difficulties
that still lie before us in that direction,
to the extent that we let our growing

opportunities go by default, to tlat
€xtent we ourselves must be held ac,countable if we are finally reduced to
nothing more than a political guidance
.association instead of a political party.
False cries of "sectarianism" or in-

of "Left" and
"Right" errors in a particular period
tend to divert us from the real problems that face us. They tend to stife
initiative. While the slogan of "fighting on cwo fronts" sounds noble, if it
is not carried out properly, it will turn
out to be just wonds. There is a continued absence of any oudook for decorroct characterizations

veloping our Party as a vital, independent, fighting organization-an organization which by its own qrork, and

the work of its leadership, really helps

40 percent of their working time. That
they become known to the people, to
the community in general, as Party
Ieaders; and that, in the course of their

activities therg they begin to build
the Party as a political force. And,
if some of our leaders already have
special ties with the labor movement
direcdy, then let them spend their
time and their efforts in this respect
among the workers there.

z. That we try to elimhate as many
of command as possible, so
that our leadership can function more
closely with the members. That leaders function out of a club, with the
club becoming a real part of the collective determining activities in this
echelons

area

of r,vork, thus enabling us to ful-

fill our oudook of making the clubs

function as the basic organization of

the Party.
3. That part of the work of the colIective of top leadership become the
constant review of the developnrents
of our Partn and of its leaders, among
the masses. That these developmenti
become an integral part of the yardstick for measuring leadership.
4. That the national and state offices
be closed, and in their place, local offices in key areas opened up, to the
greatest extent possible. That some

solution be worked out for eliminating
the maze of inner-Party meetings, so

that more time can be made available
to Party and mass work, in the best
and deepest and by far most practical
sense.

Our Party is the most dynamic political force in America. Small as we

6r

are we can exert great influence on
the American scene-provided that we
move among the people-all
Overcoming

our isolation,

of

us!

rebuilding
our Partyt mass ties-these are the key
tasls today, for our leadership no less

than for our membership. Let's all get
down to these taskr-now!

TI{E SOVIET UMON TODAY
"The Open Road," he records and
lyzes the impressive advances

Book

Review

THE SOVIET UNION TODAY

Tno Sovrnr [.JNroN of today is the Soviet Union of the Sputnik era, of the
Twenty-first Cbngress and the aweinspiring sevcn-year plan. It is e land
marching confidently on the road to a
communist society, its cconomy advancing with seven-league boots to
overtake the foremost of the capitalist
countries, the United States.
AII this seems a far cry from the
days of the Twentieth Congress, of the

viet Union as a foreign correspondent
for that newspaper, beginning in 1953.
These were, to use his description, 'ltlie
years of the Twentieth Congressr" em-

bracing the period immediately preceding and leading up to it, and thaf which
followed.
He writes not only as a first-hand observer and an able journalist interpret-

ing the eve.nts he wirnessed, but also
as a Communist sharing the socialist

aspiratio.ns of the Soviet people among
whom he lived and imbued with i

shocking Stalin revelations and the tensoul-searching

which thcy engendered. Yet it is only
three years since the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU was held. A short
time, to be sure, but it has witnessed

Marxist insight into their problems.
It is difficult, he points out, to understand these events as the Soviet people
themselves do. He writes: "One cannot understand the Soviets in their full
humanity without knowing what they
have experienced in sufiering. and hap-

a remarkable resurgence, a great turn,

in the development of Soviet society.
It is a period marked by a new burst

piness, in errors and achievements.
Everything is dear to them, even if
they criticize it." Yet Boffa, one {eels,

of popular energy and fervor, reminiscent of the pioneering spirit of the
early days of the first five-year plans.
and giving rise to a fresh upsurge in

The

the

has succeeded in considerable measure
in penetrating this barrier and in conveying these feelings to the reader. The
result is a book written with great perceptiveness, one which adds much to
our understanding of Soviet society and

of

activity.
nature of this transformation

and its basis form the central theme

of Giuseppe Bofia's book, Indde the
Khrushcheu Era.* Bofra, who is for,
eign editor of the Italian Communist
daily LUnita,, writes from the vantage
point of five years' residcnce in the So

its development in these years.
The book is divided into two parts.

In the first, entitled "The Great

Change," the author deals

* Marzani and Muosell, New York,

with

the

Twentieth Congress, its background
and its effects. In the second part,

1959, $5.oo.
6z

the year of the
"thaw," and 1955 became the year of

oays Boffa, became

of "changes and choicesr"
to the Twentieth Congress.

past few years, leading up to the Twen-

decision,

leading

it

which had

developed

II. This
was interrupted by the warl

by the outbreak of Wodd War

By Hyman Lumer

every sphere

ana-

ty-first Congress.
The initial chapters describe the
emergence of the "cult of the individual" in the thirties, as well as the reac-

tions against

sion, confusion and

of

proicess

then, in the stringent circumstances imposed by the cold war and the Ameri-

can brandishing

of the atom

bomb,

the "cult" and the repressions associateC with it continued to develop
during the postwar years, culnrinating
in the events of the 1948-53 period.
The unjust arrests and executions
which characterized these years were
by no means the only consequences of
the "cult," although they were the most
glaring. O( basic importance was the

of democratic processes and
necessary social change which it pro.
duced. The destruction of collective
methods of work led to the substitustifling

tion of formalism and dogmatism for
genuine Marxist analysis and discus"
iion, and for real criticism and selfcriticism. It served to accentuate indi
vidual weaknesses, and thus to Perpetuate and intensify errors, Hence it
Ied to the persistence of outmoded
methods and institutions, to excessive
centralization, and to the growing up
of serious shortcomings such as the
grave weaknesses in Soviet agriculture,
is well as other practices which more
and more impeded progress.
Pressure for changes, made increasingly imperative by the very advances
oi iocialitt development, was already
evident before the death of Stalin. Fol'
lowing his death, the process of correction bcgan in earnest. The year 1954,
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The Congress, by removing the

last

roadblocks, whatever turmoil this may
have caused, opened the gates to a great

resurgence-to the birth of a new era.
Flowever the Congress may have affected the situation elsewhere, in the
Soviet Union it produced no crisis- The
tremendous achievements

of

socialism

throughout the years of the Stalin regime far outweighed the errors and ex-

cesses and assured that in the end
these, and not socialism, would be Iiquidated.
From this analysis, Boffa goes on to
discuss the accomplishments and prob

Iems

of the new era. He

describes

the great push to the East. Ffe records
the steps taken to raise productivity,
among them an increased pace of electrification, unleashing of local initiative
through decentralization of industrial

control, and stimulation

of

output of

collective farms through increased prices

paid by the government and liquidation of the machine and tractor stations, combined with the sowing of the
vast virgin steppes of the East.
He speaks of the advances in liv.
ing standards which have taken place,
and of the tremendous housing program
designed to overcome the chronic hous
ing shortage by which the county has
been plagued. He deals also with the
cultural revolution in the Soviet Union,

with the insatiable demand for books,
plays and concerts and the astounding
development of the natural sciences, all
of which the Twentieth Congress great-

ly stimulated. He

describes the school

reforms, combining study and work and
thus overcoming the gap between the
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two fostered by the previous

system.

which had become outmoded.
At the bottom of all this is the development and expansion of Soviet
democracy. This theme runs though
the entire book, and is dealt with at
length in a highly illuminating chapter
on the state and democracy. Bofia

concerns himself with the esscnci of
socialist democracy, as against the emphasis on form characteristic of those

Thus, the building of socialism and
the overcoming of the contradictions
which appear in the process demand an
ever greater participation of the people
in the control of affairs. This, the
stiffiing of collective work by the "cult
of the individual" blocked for a time.
In the period following the Twentieth
Congress, it has experienced a rebirth
and has reaghed new levels, with the
growing role of the Soviets and of the

or absence of bourforms. The logical
ionclusion of such an approach, he

trade unions and other mass organizations, increased democracy within the
Conrmunist Party, and the emergerice
of a variety of new committees and
other forms of rank-and file participa-

points out, is that full democracy would
require the restoration of capitalism!
In its essence, democracy is inherent
in the developrnent of socialist society.
which must base itself on democratic

nism, says Khrushchev in his report io
the Twenty-first Congress, will necessitate a far gr€ater expansion of such
participation than has hitherto been

who would measure the degree of democracy in the Soviet llnion in terms

of the

presence

geoisdemocratic

centralism. An industrialized economy
requires centralism. In capitalist society, it is achieved without democracy
through the control of the big capitalists who own the enterprises. But in

a

socialist society

it is

possible only

utith democracy, since it is the masset
of workers who own the industrial enterprises.

tion, And the

advance

of

commu'

envisioned.

This brief account scarcely begins
to indicate the richness of the content
of the book. Written in a lucid style
and competently translated by Carl
Marzarri, it makes interesting as well as
rewarding reading.
mended.

It

is highly recorn-

An lmportqnt PublishinE Event!

THE COLONIAL ERA
By HERBERT APTHEKER

In this volume, Dr. Aptheker presents a profound
__
Marxist study of the essential elements composing- the formative decades of the American nation, with special focus
on the role, aims and efforts of the masses of people-white,
Negro, and Indian. The colonial relationship is brought out
both in terms of colonizers and colonists, and in the context
of the European heritage as it was transformed by the
hard realities of life in the New World. Political, economic
and ideological developments are analyzed within the whole
structure of constant historical movement, and the people,s
participation in this movement appraised.
In this way, fresh insights are offered into such significant events as Bacon's Insurrection in Virginia, Leisler,s
Revolt in New York, the trial of John Peter Zenger, and,
the heresies of Roger Williams and Anne Hutchinson. The
reader is brought a more meaningful interpretation of the
witch hunts in Massachusetts, the .,Parson,s Cause,, in
Virginia, the "Great Awakening', throughout the colonies.
Convinced of the validity of the Marxist ouflook, Dr.
Aptheker shows the class struggle, both within the colonies
and integral to the colonial relationship with England, as
the fundamental dynamic of the period. THE COLONIAL
ERA, while complete and independent in itself, is the first
in a multi-volumed effort in which the author seeks to
illuminate the entire sweep of the formation, development
and growth of the United States by re-examining it from
the viewpoint of historical rnaterialism. In addition to its
ten chapters, the new volume contains Reference Notes, a
Bibliography, and Index.
Price $2.00 (lnternational)
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A l\lovember book!

MANSART BUILDS
By

A

SCHOOL

W. E. B. DU BOIS

It

is a major publishing event thar Book Two of \W'. E. B. Du Bois' great
trilogy, THE BLACK FLAME, is to be published in November under the
title, MANSART BUILDS A SCHOOL. Following the publication in
L957 of the first volume, THE ORDEAL OF MANSART. the new
volume depicts on a vast canvas the sweep and drive of the heroic, srubborn, many-sided struggle of the Negro people for equality during the
years between

I9l2

and 1932.

Across the stage of this massive and brilliant historical novel, a
literary form deliberately chosen by Dr. Du Bois because it enables him
to penetrate deep into the, motivations of his real, flesh-and-blood characters, rnove such distinguished figures and personaliries as Booker T.
\Tashington, Tom Watson, Oswald Garrison Villard, Florence Kelley,
l-oel Spingarn, John Haynes }Iolmes, George ITashington Carver, Mary
Ovington, Stephen rVise, Paul Robeson. Maintaining the continuity oi
the novel's theme and action through his main protagonists, Manuel
Mansatt (born at the moment his {ather, Tom Mansart, was lynched by
a mob of racists) and his three sons and daughter, and the key Baldwin,
Scroggs and Pierce families, the author brings his srory up to the disasuous t929 stock market crash and the Great Depression that brought
Franklin D. Roosevelt into the Presidency of the United States, and with
him such men as Harry Hopkins, Harold Ickes and many orhers.

It is a gripping and

deeply meaningful work

of literary art rhat will

endure.

Mainstream Publishers, $4.00

New Century Publishers, 832 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.

